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ALBUQUERQUE,

REVOLUTIONIST
FLAUNTS HIS

COLORS IN

is believed by the people to have ml
raculous powers. It stays immediately
those who are not worthy to wear It
and It will bring prosperity to the
reign of the sovereign who deserves to
place the band on his finger, besides
assuring the sovereign who will re
store Spain to her former glory, and
will also assure him a long life.
On the eve of his marriage King Al
fonso was seen to piously pray before
the statue of the virgin In the cathed
ral, and before leaving the church he
touched the ring with his lips. This
the Spaniards believe, is why the
young king escaped Injury in the ter
rible catastrophe which marked his
wedding day.

UPROARIOUS
THOUSANDS
OF CHILDREN

California Trotter n Winner.
Readevllle, Mass.. July 7. In the
presence of several thousand followers
of harness racing the California-owne- d
and bred mare, Sweet Marie, today
won the match race over the black
gelding Wentworth. But two heat
were trotted, Sweet Marie wdnnlng
both heats In the same time 2:07 5
The winning mare carried away for
her owner a purse of $7,500 and six
per cent of the gate receipts. The
spectators
were disappointed when it
SIBERIAN MEMBER OPENLY
was announced that Tiverton had been
withdrawn, the bay gelding having d
DEFIES GOVERNMENT veloped
some lameness.

Penalty

Fails to Get Through Parliament
Trial of Generals Demanded

St. Petersburg, July 7. The bill of
lower house of parliament for the

the

abolition of the death penalty went
on the rocks today between the caucas of the centrists and the council of
the empire a majority of which was of
Me opinion that its acceptance in Its
present form would be disastrous. The
substitution of a measure abrogating
the provision of the code whereby civilians come under jurisdiction of the
military courts, a minor form of martial law which is the chronic status
of nine-tentof Russia, will solidily
the parliamentary opposition to the
ministry.
A considerable faction of the centrists, particularly the industrial and
commercial representatives,
desired
for taelieal reasons to follow the lead
of the lower house and pass the bill,
hut the demand for the retention of
the deatli penalty came with the
greatest insistence from the representatives oí the border districts, where
tlic penalty is most In use Poland,
the Baltll provinces and the Caueasas.
Who feel themselves in the grip of
revolutionists and terrorists, and waul
the summary processes of martial law.
II was proposed virtually to abolish
lie death penalty except where circumstances justify the proclamation
of full martial law, such as armed uprisings, where the authorities
are
given a free hand to summon drumhead court martial and use the llrlng
squad.
This rejection of the first fruits of
(lie legislation of the lower house revived the old demand lor the abolition
(
tiic .iiuucll of the empire as a wall
between the emperor and the people.
Dr. Nlcholaieffsky, who was elected
a member of the lower house
from
Krasnoyarsk, Siberia, has
arrived
lu re. He openly flaunts the revolutionary colors.
n an Interview today he pronounced himself an active
member of the revolutionist organization.
He said that just before his departure, he presided at a great revolutionary meeting at Krasnoyarsk. Cavalry
who were sent to disperse the meeting, Joined the revolution isls In parading through the town behind the
red Hag in place of the national colors.
The meeting demanded the trial or
Generala ftennenkampff, Mlllea and
Zakomeliky, who suppressed the uprising along the
n
railroad, as murderers. Dr. Nlcholaieffsky said the Siberian peasantry was
flatly opposed to any further immigration from Russia, and were in favor of a broad policy of railroad construction. Frequent offshoots from
the
line are necessary
to open up the grain producing country.
i
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Hughes Goes to Europe.
July 7. Charles K
York.
Hughes, who was chief counsel for
the Armstrong legislative insurance
investigating committee, sailed for Eu
rope toda for a rest.
TraMport Thomas Still on Rocks.
Washington. July 7. The navy department today received two cablegrams from Commander Potts, navil
governor of the Island of Guam, relative to the stranding of the transport
Thomas, on a reef near Guam. The
station ship. Supply, was sent to the
relief of the stranded transport, but
was unable to pull her off the reof.
Commander Potts reported that tugs
are n led, but none are to be had at
Gdam. Transport Meade leaves Manilas tomorrow to render assistance to
the transport Thomas.
Chamberlain's Birthday Greeting.
Birmingham, ling., July 7. Joseph
Chamberlain's seventieth birthday was
celebrated today by the entire city
Mr. Chamberlain look advantage
f
the occasion to give the following
characteristic message to the nation;
"Treat foreigners as they treat us,
and treat your kinsmen better than
you treat foreigners."

GOWPUHCHERS
IN

DEADLY

SUNDAY,

JULY

they appeared, and It was worth going miles to hear those children laugh.
Tired'.' They would have stayed
there till sundown, if we'd let theci,
and there wasn't one who didn't want
"more," when four o'clock and closing
time came.
It was great!
The Morning Journal wouldn't have
missed It for a farm.
And if the pleasure wasn't "all
ours," we had our share.
And we
realize that we were able to give the.se
two thousand little ones their good
time largely through the
of our many friends, the Traction Company and the Berger-Gros- o
Stock Company, and all those who assisted us in caring for the children.
The gentlemen who manage the
Bergcr-Oros- e
Company tried hard and
generously to make the day a
and they gauged the Infant mind
exactly. Their performance could not
have been better adapted to their audience, and it was downright pure,
glurious fun from the time the cur-- .
tain rose until It Went down the laf
nine, me urcnins enoyeu ine nmsiu
fairly drank It in and watched th-dancers and the clowns and everybody
until It looked like their little laughing eyes would pop out. The Berger-Gros- e
Company certainly made a hit
with the children.
Well, here's
hoping everyone
fathers and mothers and all feel as
good as we do over the success of the
Morning Journal Matinee.

Matinee

s,

$.1t

8, 1906.

AFFRAY
Special to the Morning Journal.
Phoenix, Ariz., July 7. A special to

the Republican from Prescott says:
In a saloon light at an early hour this
morning at Skull Valley, four men
were very seriously wounded, one of
them possibly fatally and several others hurt, all the result of a debauch
commenced there on July 4th by a
bunch of
The Injured men are now in a hospital In this city and two participants
in the fray are in Jail.
The injured are:
William Dickson, stabbed In the left
breast.
Dickson, Jr., stabbed In the back.
K. W. Qougfaran, stabbed In thcMeft

ISSUE WARNING
OF INTENDED massacres
Warsaw, July 7. The
socialists
have issued a manifesto warning the
people to bo prepared for massacre
of Poll's and Jews during the next tew
days, which aro being arranged by the
police and troops out of revenge for
recent attacks.
The manifesto ad- lung.
K. C. Monte, stabbed in the throat.
vises foreigners In Warsaw to seek the
A. U Crowe and 11. A. Alsap, cut
protection of their respective consuls.
about the face.
The last two are under arrest.
COSSACKS FIRE UPON
MINERS' I ) EMO N BTR ATIOX
St. Petersburg, July
7. Cossacks
today fired on a number of miners
who were making a demonstration lit
the Avsoka works, near Kkaterino-slav- .
There were many casualties.
Idem mention Dlf lllleuh.
Geneva, July 7. To prove how unreliable is the evidence of
especially in Identifying persons,
Prof. Claparede of the Geneva university, has been making experiments
which have shown that few persons
can accurately identify a man after a
lapse of time.
The professor Introduced to his class
a nfasked and sheeted llgcre. who remained In the room about ten seconds.
After a few days, he asked the class
to pick out the man's mask from ten
others. Only four students out of the.
twenty-fou- r
selected the right mask,
although It was quite distinct in shupe
and color from the others.
Washington, July 7. That Capt.
Other experiments made by Prof. Robert IS. Peury
has sacrificed his UCe
Claparede showed that not one person In nine can give a correct descrip- in the ellort to discover the north pole
tion of á man whom they have looked Is the fear of naval men here who aro
et for ten seconds, and that women worried by the failure to got any tidare more accurate than men. He at- ings
of the ship Roosevelt, which sailtributes the deterioration In the powers ofobservatlon to the high pressure ed for the arctic regions July 16, 1905
Advices from the American geographof modern life.
ical slclety are that the weather In the
far north this spring was more than
ALFONSO'S ESCAPE Dl'E TO
MIRACLE SAY PIOI S SPANIARDS usually rigorous. Severe storms havn
beeen frequent and the lec Is very
Id huh I. able History ol Ring which heavy. Consequently It is feureil that
Peary's ship may be ground to pieces
Adorns linage of Virgin.
Madrid, July 7. "It Is a miracle by the drifting Ice.
due to the ring of Queen Mercedes,
which saved our king," say the Span- Remarkable Appetite ol Huge Snake.
Hamburg, July 7. There Is a
iards now when discussing the recent
python at Hagcnback's menagerie
bomb outrage. The ring to which
they refer Is placed upon the finger or here whose gourmandlzlng powers arc
It recently devoured
the Virgin in the cathedra! here and phenomenal.
28
two gouts weighing, respectively,
a curious story Is attached to It.
Queen Mercedes received the ring and 37 pounds, and then attempted to
71
pounds.
from Queen Alfonso XII.. and a month wallow a third weighing
later she died. The king took It back This last proved too much for It, and
goat,
It
disgorged
caused
which
the
It
and gave to another member of the
royal family who died shortly after. the snake much llscomfort and InTwo more persons received the fatal creased Its girth from eighteen inchring and each died soon after putting es to live feet. While tho biggest goat
It on. Then the king feared to give It was making Its short sojourn In the
to anyone else and decided to keep It python's Interior a flashlight photoThree months later the graph was taken, and this apparently
himself.
throne of Spain was vacant. The ring disturbed the snake's digestion.

FEAR FOR FA1E

OF PEARY IN

26-fo- ot

5 CENTS

TO BE

MOBILIZED
INFEW POSTS

Enjovs Private Life But Would Make
Sacrifices to Save His Country

IS

Washington. July 7. Former Unit- thing without holding any office,
ed States Senator James K. Jones of there are certain reforms 1 would like
Arkansas, who was chairman of the to see accomplished, and to ussist In
democratic national committee when the accomplishment of these reforms,
W. J. Bryan made his campaign for I am willing to become the party canthe presidency in 1SS6 and 1900, has didate again if when the time i
received a letter from Mr. Bryan In nomination arrives, the advocates
which he announces that he win ac- reform are in control of the party a. .
cept the nomination for president for think that my candidacy will five the
the third time if It Is tendered to him. best assurances of victory.
The letter is dated June 18th, at
"If someone else noms more available, I shall be ev
Stockholm, and is as follows:
'tor pleased. I
t j am ntoro
LINER AMERICA WAS
"I have been watching political need not assure you
ADRIFT FOR ELEVEN BAYS achievements, and have noted with Interested In seeing our principles trigratification the vindication of demo-criti- c umphant than I am in the personnel
Helpless With Broken Shaft Steam
principles. You have correctly of the ticket.
er Is lowed to Bermuda.
"The country needs to have Jeffer-sonia- n
stated my position. As I wrote to ColNew York. July 7. The Italian onel Wetmore, I shall do nothing to
democracy applied to all the
steamer Dinuamare, which towed the secure another nomination, and do departments of the government, state
disabled and overdue Fabre linn not want one unless conditions seem and national, and I am content to
steamer America to Bermuda on July to demand it. I may add that while help make this application.
4, arrived here tonight. According to i enoy the freedom of private life and
"Yours truly,
the crew of the Dinnnmarc the llti like to be free so that can do some
WM. J. HUYAN."
passengers on the America were

Seven

Brigade

Garrisons

(o Be Established

;

1

greatly alarmed throughout their drif:
of eleven days at the sea's mercy, and
when Captain Penco, of the Olnna-marOver MOO happy "kids."
went aboard the America at
Seventeen tubs of lemonade.
Bermuda, the passengers swarmed
An uproarious specialty show.
swarmed about him and carried him
A iMTfecl day,
about the deck. The men as well as
Those weii' the principal ingre the women of the steerage hailed him
good
time as their savior, and It was with diffidients in the most glorious
that the children of Albuquerque have culty that he got ashore. When picked
year
Morning
Journal
a
the
had for
up. the America had been adrift elevChildren's Matinee at the Casino yes- en days with a broken shaft.
terday.
Everything was propitious.
After
Anxious For Good Will of British.
raining all the week, It cleared up
Berlin, July 7. Efforts, official and
nicely just in time, although there private, to bring about belter relations
were a good many anxious little peo between Germany and Great Britain,
I
ple the day before. Assistant to tho have had pronounceil success.
Emgeneral manager, Frank Stortz, and peror William Is active in Impressing
acting superintendent, I. H. Payne, of Englishmen that It Is his purpose to
the Traction company, worked hard leave nothing undone on the German
ind faithfully to see that the crowds side to restore agreeable relations. In
.
and crowds of little ones were carried conversation with a llritlsh naval ofout and brought back safely, and ficer at Kiel recently, the emperor PRESIDENT CABRERA LAYING
GENERAL RIVERA STARTS
largely through their efforts tho chil talked for half an hour on the
dren were handled without any disand liarnif illness of the
UP TROUBLE
FOR HIMSELF
ON DIPLOMATIC
comfort or accident or even Incon
MISSION
between Great Britain'
venience. Every little boy and every Germany, and his determination and
to
little girl was in the Casino when the preserve peaco and cultivate good
curtain rose for the clever bunch of will.
Revolution in Central American Re
specialties, which the Berger-Gros- e
Visit All Countries of South
Stock company carefully arranged for Lone Bandit Holds Up Elgin stages.
youngsters.
Business
public
Stagnation
Causes
the
of
the entertainment
Fresno, Cal.. July 7. A private disand Central America
as
The sight of that vast concourse of paten ironi Wawona tonight says Ithat
a ebels Menace Countr
little ones was an eyeopencr to per eight xosetnlte valley stluges have
Pal ma's Representative
sons who never saw all the children of been held up by a lone bandit No
X
all
Albuquerque or practically
details have been received
under one roof. The Casino Is a big
Mexico City, July 7. News from
New York, July 7. In order to "s
place. Every Inch of standing room
a
Guatemala says that President
was occupied by a small boy or girl,
tabllsh friendly relations with (be
Imprisoned
Drumhas
Edward
ind they were even perched around
countries of central and south America
mond, an American citizen.
the side rails of the Casino from front
in Which Cuba has no diplomatic repLate arrivals from Guatemala
to back, solid, on either side. Slightthe reports of stagnation of busi- resentatives, the Cuban government
ly over two thousand were there all
ness and lack of men to gather the lias dispatched a special
under fourteen years of age, and all
minister plencodee crop, while corn Is not belftg ipotentiary
having tho best time they could reand envoy extraordinary to
planted.
member.
The government has concentrated visit the capitals of these republics.
The children were dressed up, most
an army of some 10,000 men, many ef
President Palma appointed for this
of them, in their Sunday best, the lit
them unarmed and badly clothed, mission. General Luis Rivera,
tle m1 ses in white with pink and blue
who has
near
frontier.
Salvadorean
the
ribbons Hying, and In yellow and green
Oenera! Toledo's camp of revolu- served his government as secretary of
and bluo and every other color of the
tionists is near at hand, und he is the interior and secretary of the treasrainbow. The boys didn't all go to the
drilling his men and receiving recruits ury. General Rivera is now in New
trouble of putting on their best
Atfrom all parts of the country.
lot lies, but they were all clean and
tempts to have the government of York, having conte here to make diJust bubbling over with pleasure and
the United States adjust matters be- rect steamship connection. It Is the
how
It is surprising
excitement.
tween Salvador and Guatemala are Intention of Gencrul Rivera to sail
much fun little folks can have when
said by well Informed people to be from this city July
they devote their minds to it. The
II, going to Curacdue to President Cabrera's realization
Jokes und songs and dances by the
that without the moral support of the as by way of Porto Rico.
clever stock company stars, especially
Rome July 7. Tho truth about the United States he will be unable to
At Caracas ho will call upon Pros'-den- t
bright little "Baby Florence, brought
forth whoops and yells of merriment Pone's health Is somewhat les alarm- much longer prolong the struggle.
Castro and the Venezuelan offiReports apart from revolutionary cials.
from the little tots packed In every ing than the rumors that have recentColombia WW next be visited,
sources show his position to be a nine and
corner ofthe big Casino. It was a ly been Circulated, There
then General Rivera will go
seems to difficult one and without the loyal supwonderful sight, and It was just a be nothing
more serious the matter port of Ills people among whom scores Panama, Guatemala, San Salvador
wonderful, the amount of noiso they
Honduras and Costa Rica to present
of the most prominent are ill prison.
could make. When some one of the with his holiness than a general
good will of the Cuban governstage people proposed three cheers for
The revolutionists charge that Unit- the
due to his Increasing age and his
ed States Minister Combes has not ment to the chief executives of these
the Morning Journal, the uproar was lack of exorcise.
fairly represented the true condition countries.
simply deafening, and you couldn't
Leaving Panama, Ecuador, Pera
Plus X. Is 71 years old and now of affairs to his government, nor kept
hear your self yell let alone think.
Bolivia and Chile will be visited lV
There were a few of the children looks far from well and very weary. it informed as to the methods employ- the
Ho whl
of a larger growth scattered through He no longer refuses to use the sedan ed by Cabrera, who, It Is alleged, has cross Cuban representative.
the Andes to Huenos Ayres and
the great sea of little ones Just chair in which Leo XIII. was carried overridden conventional decrees. It Is then go
up
the River Plata to Para
charged in Salvador that the Guateenough to see that everything was all
Returning he will go to Uru
feels malan forces have failed to respei tl guay,
right, but it was hard to see the about. The pope undoubtedly
guay
and
to Brazil.
afterward
grown people for the hundreds and keenly the deprivation of the active the territorial Integrity of that
Upon conclusion of his visit to Rio
hundreds of children, Those parents life he led before his pontificate, when country.
Janeiro, General Rivera will cross the
and friends who were there were for- be was simple Hlshop of Mantua, and
Atlantic to Lisbon and visit several
SPfOCIAL GRAND .11 BY TO
tunate, and those who did not get to' the confinement Imposed r.pon
the oc- INVESTIGATE DENVER ELECTION European capitals. It will be eight
see those two thousand children to- cupant of the Holy See Is
telling upon
months or more baton General Rivera
gether, missed a great and unique his health.
Judge MuOini Severely Scores Officials will report at Havana on his rctur'i.
spectacle.
of County.
It was worth the trouble many
Denver. July 7. District Judge
times over to see the glorious good
John I Mullins, sitting In the criminal
time they were all having. We tried
division of the district court, today
passing the lemonude around, but
made an order calling a grand Jury lo
there wasn't room to move, so it was
Investigate nil the ity and county ofset In great tubs at the entrance to tho
fices and such other matters as may be
Casino, outside and Inside the door,
submitted to the Jury. Declaring both
and the way the little fellows and the
tho sheriff and coroner to be Interesttiny maidens went for It, was funny.
ed In the matters to bo Investigated,
There was plenty of lemonade, and
the court appointed special elisors to
pretty nearly every one got his or her
draw the Jury. It Is understood that
share, although it was a herculean
Judge Mullins will also set aside DIs-tritask to keep them moving. They
Attorney Stidger. when the grand
flocked round those tubs like sheep,
jury is empanelled. Before calling the
and my, how the thirsty tads did
grand Jury, Judge Mullins In a lengthy
drink. Nearly three hundred gallons
statement reviewed the proceedings In
disappeared from the seventeen tubs
his court on the petition of the loague
three hundred gallons of lemonade
for honest elections for the appointvanishing down the dry little throats
ment of a grand Jury to Investigate the
of two thousand children! Think of It!
alleged franchise frauds at tho city
As If that wasn't fun enough for one
election and for tho removal of the
day without the rest.
sheriff, coroner, and dlslrlet attorney.
Wlllemstadlfjuly
The Morning Journal is amply reHe says the showing of (ho Honest
7.
paid for its trouble and expense. It
Seattle, Wash., July 7. The police
Advices r
was worth it several times over, and eel ved here from Marucalbo. Venezu- Elections league was such as to war- today received positive evidence that
finding
In
the
that
court
rant the
we want to thank the many persons ela,
Rosenberg, the Seattle mun,
under date of Jcly 5th, declare grossest frauds were commuted at the August
who helped us to make It a succoss
who Is now under arrest at Altona.
public
officials
"were
and
that
election
and to make the day one of unalloyed that the dungeons In the fort of táan
Prussia, on suspicion of forming a plot
parties to this outrage or were that
fun for the little folks.
Carlos Island, have been thrown open either
meant tho assassination of tho
dudischarging
their
In
negligent
so
Thanks ure also due Superintendent and the political prisoners, with the ties as to make them particeps crlml-nls.- " Gorman emperor, was In league wltn
of Construction M. O. Chadbourne for exception of those charged with treastho lab- Johann Most, the notorious
The call for the grand Jury Is nnurchlst.
his help in getting the children back on have been set at liberty. Tho propThe police say that RosenThursday.
next
returnable
and forth on the cars.
berg presided at a meeting held In
erty of the prisoners has been returnAttorneys
for tho corporations Seattle
Coming back, there were twelve sol- ed to them.
live years ago that was adwhose franchises nre attacked assert
id cars of children, and the fact that
This act Is coincident with the re- that
dressed by Most, ami that ho was the
Inthe
violated
Judge
Mullins
has
they were handled without a hitch hy turn to Curacus of President Castro,
or the supreme court's order, and loudest In his applause of tho anarthe traction company speaks vol- and July ,6th Is the Venezuelan day tent
of Most.
It
Is
understood they will appeal to chistic utterances been
umes for the way they entered Into of Independence.
The facts have
laid before
to take action in
Gabbert
Justice
Chief
the spirit of the thing.
German Consul Gelssler, who will Inmatter.
the
The children began to congregate at
Sir Huron Wins $10.000 Burse.
form the Imperial government of the
the rendezvous before it was fairly
New York, July 7. Ucorge Longs IXINGWOHTIIS GUESTS OP
new evidence against Rosenberg.
noon, and the cars were crowded with Sir Huron, 15 to 1, won the 10,000
Rasped innocent say Countrymen,
AMBASSADOR IX PARIS
them until
when the Matinee Commonwealth handicap, one milo
Seattle. Wash., July 7. The central
began. Tho cars londed with tho and a quarter, at Shoepshead Bay to- President's Daughter Visits Historic committee of the united Germnn sohundreds of gaily dressed llttlo people day, defeating a fair Held of handicieties, last night declared that AuPnlaoe of Versailles.
attracted a great deal of attention on cap horses. Olorlflor was second, with
Paris, July 7. Congressman Nicho- gust Rosenberg, arrested In Oermu r
the streets during tho afternoon, an I Cedarstrome third. Dandelion, the
on suspicion of being an anarchist
Longworth.
las Longworth and Mrs.
It made everyone In town feel good ta
with Miller ill the saddle, fell accompanied by Ambasador MoCor-mlcwith designs on the life of Kmperor
see how Young America was enjoying as the field swung Into the home
spent the day at Versailles. William was merely a harmless mixer
Itself.
stretch. A great shout went up whon They Inspected the palaces und were of paints, and that the chemicals anil
The performance by the Berger-Gros- e Dandelion was seen to fall, but Mil!
greatly Interested In the romantic sur- apparatus found in Ills old shop reta
Stock Company was spoclally got up unhurt.
roundings of Marie Antoinette at the used for experiments In this line. The
arranged wdth a view to entertaining
The protest of F. II . Hitchcock Little Trlunon.
This evening the leltter which caused the arrest of Rosa Juvenile audience, and It certainly against Go Between starting In the Ixmgwnrths were present al a dinner enberg, the members of the society
The
succeeded.
little chaps and Commonwealth handlcup was sustain- followed by a cotillion at the Amerl claim, was written by a secret envoy
maidens gave the members of the ed by the Jockey club, and according-- 1 can embassy. The gunsts were rc- - of Kosenherg to authorities
of the
clcver company an ovutlon every timotly the Shields home was scratched.
Fatherland.
Jstrtctod to the younger official set.
e,
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Bryan Announces His
Willingness to Make
Race For Presidency

con-Rr-

WEARING

Trans-Siberia-

Trans-Siberia-

Pack Casino at Morning

Railroad Men Must Sell Ooal Stock YOUNG AMERICA DRINKS UP
Philadelphia, July 7. Acting upon
the recommendations of the special
300 GALLONS OF LEMONADE
committee of Pennsylvania railroad di
rectors appointed to Investigate stock
ownership by employes of the com
pany. President Cassatt today Issued a
general order to all employes request
ing them to dispose of all coal mining Spectacle of Two Thousand Yonng.
stocks which they may have
sters in One Big Building a Sight
Two Years tor Swindling Uncle Sam
Portland, Ore., July 7. S. A. D.
Never to Be Forgotten.
Big
Puter was found guilty yesterday if
conspiracy to defraud the government
Show Was Grand Success
of Its public lands and was sentence
by Judge Wolverton to two years in
jail and a fine of $7,500.
New

MEXICO,

suc-ees-

DUMA

Bill For Abolition of Death

NEW

pages i to c
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,
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BE
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President and Secretary Taft Decide
That Troops Should Be
Trained

in

Large Bodies

Oyster Bay, July 7. Important
steps calculated to materially develop
the efficiency of the army were takn
today by President Roosevelt and Secretary Taft at Sagamore Hill. In hi
last message to congress the president
said that the number of posts In whlcn
the army Is kept in time of peace
should bo materially diminished, and
the postfe that are left should be made
correspondingly larger.
This recommendation Is to bo carried out. Seven brigade posts, to be
Commanded by brigadiers-genera- l,
are
to be established.
Two others are desired, but funds at tho disposal of tho
secretary may not bo sufficient to lile
,.f their equipment
during tho
present fiscal year. The posts whicn
the president and Secretary Taft tentatively decided
today to enlarge to
brigade posts are those at Fort Riley.
Kan., Fort Leavenworth, Kan., Fort
Sam Houston, Texas, Fort Robinson,
Nenraska, Fort I). A. Russell. Wyo..
Kelt Sill, Okla., and Fort Oglethorpe

Ga.

It Is des'red to have one In Pennsylvania and one on the Pacific coas.,
but these will have to be taken ca-- J
"f later.
Final action regarding these posta
will be taken a week from next Monday, when Secretary Taft will make ,i
second visit to Oyster Bay.
Tho necessity for the formulation of
a complete plan at this lime In the
development of the new scheme Is occasioned iy the requirement in the
urgency deficiency appropriation act of
Hie hist session, which Is that all appropriations shall bo apportioned so
as u Inst throughout the year, frti
the purposes for which they we o
made without causing a deficiency.
The army appropriation
act carrl'-M00, 000 for the creation
of armv
posts,
it ais., carries 11,040,000 for
barracks and quarters and It!!. 000.-oo- ti
for transportation of the army
Before this money can be expended
a complete plan as to what It shall
be sed for must be made and th.)
lump sum appropriation!
so apportioned that no deficiency will be .nested. In attempting to carry on' his
plan the president Is simply following
the lines he Indicated lo congress !n
his message.
It is his firm belief that
the army should be trained above all
else to act In a mass.
To this end
he suggested that provision be male
for maneuvers .f a practical kind.
"To accomplish this end we mu-not have company and
regimental
garrisons, but brigade and divislni
garrisons," said the president.
The president follows this with some
comment on the good the weedlng-ou- t
process in the Wist Point
military
academy does on the prospective army
Officers, anil says there should hi
some such process In the army whlcn
would achieve the s:une ends.
"After a cert tin age has been reached," he says, "the average officer Is
unfit to do good work below a certain
grade."
"Provisión,'' hi. maintains, "should
be made for the promotion of exceptionally meritorious men over the
heads of their enmroder, and for the
retirement of all men who have
reai lied a given ago without going be
yond a given rank." The pi in now
being worked out by the president and
tlic secret iry of war. It Is lioptpl. will
accomplish much that the president
'
expn Bsed a desire for in tho
lo congress.
The locations selected for the brlg-- i
sis are all 'daces where the fov- -'
1. mod
has large resi atlons and
where troops may he mobilised to ud-- v
mtage for maneuvers or other purs

.

poses.
At Oglethorpe, Oa.. the post Is adja-ceto the chicamauga national park
Secretar) 'taft apenl two honra with
the president today. He arrived from
Washington at 10:50 this morning and
left on the noon train. This is Secretary Taft'a first visit to Oyster Bay.
Resides going over the army poit

nl

matter, the

secretary discussed th
deliver to the republican state convention at Orcenboro, X
C. Monday night. The secretary his
one more speaking engagement, an address before the Ohio bar association
at
after which he I to
rest at Murray
take a
Bay, eighty miles below Quebec, on th
St. Lawrence river, Canada.
Mr. Taft will accompany the president to Panama, and said rhe ata.t
for the Isthmus would be made Immediately after tho November elee.
ttona, that the president might be in
Washington before th,e opening of
congress.
sp

h he Is to

two-mont-

Curb Brokers Migrate to Jersey.
New York, July 7. The group of
outside brokers who make a speclaPy
of low priced mining stocka In the
Ilrond street market will be depleted
next week. Some traders have hlrid
quarters In Jersey City to oerry jn
their business nut of the reach of the
amended stock tax law. The
obliges them to pay a transfer tax ad
of
two cents on every share
of stock
sold regardless of Its par value or the
price at which the stock sella In th
market.
Hoodoo Bsltlcshlo Retired.
Wsshlngton, July 7. By becoming
the station ship at the new navy yard
at Charleston, 8. C. the United State
Mtttleship Texas passes forever from
the active list of the navy. Its
guns have been removed.
six-in-
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GURSE OF

BRITISH LIFE
RESPONSIBLE FOR AWFUL
SACRIFICE OF INMNT LIVES
Hundred Thousand Babes Die Every
Year From Neglect Says

Leader
(II) Billiard JjlmiW )
Usadon, July 7. John Burns, cabinet minuter and labor lea.lcr, baa
made a trenchant speech on Infant
mortality, the hiirh rate of which In
English towns he cells a "itr.-i- y fact."
Hre are some of the points he
made: "There are roughly 100,000 inevery yenr to negfant lives s:irrltl-flect, carelessness, thoughtlessness ami
ignorance.
'The national liquor bill U decreasing rapidly and if ten year hence It
is 60.000,000 less. I venture to predi, t that tiie infantile mortality In
districts will be TO per cent
i

tan

"It ia to the mothers of the race
we must look for the improvement uf the race.
Drinking amon?
women is one of the most .sellout)
that confronts society.
"In some districts, the general
death rate is doubled by the employment of married women in factories
and laundries.
No woman ghoul. i
work three months before or six
months after the birth of her child."
To counteract the terrible mortality
ajnonf the children of the poor, Mr.
Burhs said: "We must concentrate
on the mother. Let us glorify, dignify,
and purify motherhood by every
means In our power. There must be
better and cleaner milk and cleanei
and more sober homes."

that

s

Oraeiually the
d
Strand,
tb. Broadway of London, is losing its
characteristics ami blossom.
Ini Into mammoth hotels and flittering restaurants. Interspersed with the
brilliant facades and plate glass glories of twentieth century stores.
An
tavern, which I
being rebuilt, beside the Strand en
e
Iran, to the Lyceum theater, was a
well known rendetvous for member
of "the" profession.
It displayed
proudly a quaint and suggestive sign
which rod. "The best glees of stool
in the Strand." Tills will be seen no
more.
Another appetizing legend which
his recently disappeared from a
Ktrand window is that ;u notim ln
"Chocolate as In Spain." II was
at a pastry cook's, the las:
Ktore oí the kind to remain in the
Ml rand.
Almost the last of the
Strand shops to remain In its pristine
o orgtan state, ie Burgess' Atice warehouse, which exhales .savory whiffs ot
the famous Hsh sauce. The Strand to.
day Is a strange jumble of the eighteenth, nineteenth and twe ntieth centuries, but the lust now predominates
time-honore-

old-wor-

profitable oceuratton.

Just now, in

height of the wedding season,
alie doing-bny trade.

they

a

Saperltaoas
silverware, duplicate
dinner services, and unwanted articles
uf all kinds are received from newly
wedded people who choose something
they haveu'i got among other people's
presents. The business Is one which
requires tact and nice adjustment
Ol
values, but the aristocratic
agenta
manage to please all their dienta, so
that everybody Is satisfied in settling
an awkward situation incidental to
fashionable weddings.
Queen Victoria of Spain has mude
a fashionable and elegant device foi
protecting bright eyes from the sun
and warding off sun headaches. It Is
a shade for the eyes, beautifully
wrought of various materials, and
mounted on a long handle, like the familiar lorgnette.
This dainty affair waa found verjp
useful under the torrid Spanish son by
the new queen, who took it with her
from London. Here the Maisette, as
it is called, has become indispensable to the fashionable woman who
goes to race meetings and polo
matches.
It not only prevents
the head-uche- s
that result from watching sports
under a powerful sun, but also saves
the wrinkles that are formed around
the eyes In those circumstances.
The
which Is the Invention of a woman, Is made of elegant
forma of costly materials, such at
mother-of-pea- rl,
gold silver,
ano
carved tortoise shell.
An American theatrical manager,
win) is "not Mr. Krohman, but a
quite as well known." has
been telling some home truths about
the business here to a reporter from
a London paper.
"1 will tell you," he said, "Just how
bad things are. If your theatrical
managers had to cash In hurriedly,
rrtore than half of them would be
eye-shad- e,

in

lia nkrupt.

"With regard to American plays in
London, my own opinion Is that they
are dead before they even get started.
Iniring the last ten years how matij
American plays have been successful In
this country? About four. Keeling as
we do that the strongest and most
iner idle able prejudices exist, we managers Irom the other side know exactly tvh.it we are up against.
We talk
these things over once in a while, and
are In no doubt as to the real reason
for the American failures this season.
"It is unpleasantly significant tftttt
while your people will freeze out good
serious plays, such as "The Lion and
the Mouse," your musical comedy theaters are crowded.
I'nder such deplorable conditions of public taste, Is
It a matter of wonder that Ihe great
writers for the stage in Germany ano
F'rarice arc practically unknown to
the bulk of English audiences?
"Yes. things are pretty bad. hut
hold on awhile, and they'll be
from the Englishman's point ot
view.
In twelve months' time your
managers will be ofToTlng us their
theaters at any price, and the thoughtful American contingent win know."
e

CHAUNOEY DEPEW WILL
NOT RESIGN PROM SENATE

Yorker Kxpccts to Attend lo
Attend to Bulb's in Congress,
New York, July 7. The Tribune
tomorrow will say:
"Tiie announcement is made on
good authority that Senator
who was absent from his duties at
Washington almost the entire winter,
suffering from a nervous breakdown,
has practically recovered. He is, it is
said, to have no intention of resigning from the senate but Instead to be
Intending to make a trip to Europjc
for the summer ami when he has re
turned to ri sume his work.
A rival to radium has been discov"He may sail within a week or two."
ered at Han itlullahH mineral springs
In Italy.
Professor Batfefl, of PtSh
s Issued for Rockefeller.
siiinn
university, who has announced
the
Finelliey,
Ohio,
July 7. Judge
discovery In a Iondon pnper, says It Is
a "gas which when condensed, given Hanker ..f the probate court has Issu id
off a substance whose active em. uri- aluminous for John D. Rockefeller
nations are comparable with that of in connection with a suit filed against
radium."
the Standard oil company and RockeSir William Ramsay, the English feller, in which it Is alleged the Valenscientist who knows all there is to tine anti-trulaw has been violated
know so far about radium, says: by the Standard and Its subsidiary
probable
"It is
that the IU batanea is companies. The summons has been
A young Italian sciturned over to Sheriff O roves, who
entist named Wane Mated a short says h" will make service upon Rockewhile ago that he had found in u mifl feller as soon as he returns
from
eral water which apparently did not Europe,
possess any trace of thoraum. traces
of radio thoraum. Batelli'a discovery
LoafMiarla Endbmen Bryan.
ia almost certain to be this, as it u
Baton Rouge, La.. July 7. The
probable that nothing lias been over- Louisiana house of representatives
looked."
last night adopted a resolution recommending tin endorsement of William
Breakfast after the dance Is an In- J. Bryan by the democratic party in
novation that has made it appear- this state for president.
ance this season in (marl London
houses. It has become l he custom
Bryant Guests of WhfteiMti Held.
for hostesses who give prívale balls to
July 17. William J. Bryan
London.
próvida refreshment
for intimate and Mrs. Bryan ure spending the
riendj and others who stay late,
these
as guests of Ambasudor White-lameals being eaten as the early sun- w.ckHeld and Mrs. Raid
at West Park.
beams penetrate the ballroom windows.
Instances of Barm Done by Smoke.
This break-of-da- y
repast cannot
atrkily be palled breakfast, as neither From the Chicago Uccord-lleralThe' astronome r royal of tireat Britea nor coffee, nor any of the recognized breakfast dishes figure in It. tain In oijarge of the'
The favorite menu Is deviled kidneys, observatory at flreenwieh, has recentr grilled bones, washed uown with ly m lie complaint lo the' admiralty
of the damage that Is being done' t
iced Pllaener, which is considered
wholcsomer than . hampagne.
the work of the institution by the
The adoption of the early morning smoke from the' chimneys of a neighmeal has led the report thut regula, boring cloi'tric tramway power plant
breakfasts are served to the guests
owned by the' London county council
they disperse after u late dance. The s nit and hot gasses have damaged
delicate instruments to such an extent
The BaiioOn Cure is firmly ofrtab-llshe- that l'ie nnuoiini'ument has be n made
among English society people b in substance that cither the chimney
rival to motoring and yachting. have got to stop smoking or the
Aerial week-end- s
have become the orwill have to find another
der of the day, with those who "sim- site for some of Its most important
ply have to" have the latest fad.
work.
Its toothing effect on ove rwrought
It Is evlde.nl that the public authornerves Is undisputed, and a single as- in Qreat Britain are no kceu-jis .pi .i in cur Hive quilines to a ities
c
to apply antl
legislation to
fortnight spent at the seashore.
own
selves
their
than public authorl- As regards the eoet, a balloon inn.
be hired for $100 which covers the tics are under similar circumstance
capense of inflation and the ser- in this country. The trouble In the
present case seems to have' been due
vices of an aeronaut.
Provisions, hotel accommodation, and railway fare tei carelessness when the contracts for
back to town ure, of course extra. the construction of the power plant
The balloon Is often follow on tetra were let. That the plant could have
firma by a parly In an automobile, been built on a practically smokeless
who Join the aeronauts on their de- basis is gene rally udmltted.
The (Jreenwloh observatory wl'.l
scent.
The Aoro club has become one of make- a goeid light to protect Itself,
the most popular In London, while the but the London Lancet takes occasion
balloon trade Is booming: every new to draw a lesson fmm the incident a
Iwlloon Is bigger and better than the to the great need of protection eif residents of Orrcnwlch. "Our point of
last.
view," is says, "Is that If the gases
a
'
A real romance of the
capo and discharged freem the chimneys eif the
sword" period Is re. ailed by the res- powi'r generating statleen nre ch'mi-call- y
toration of Calroaa Abbay in Scotland,
active enough to sJFMt InjuriousSomewhere In the crypt of the old ly the work of the royal observatory
abbey lies the heart of Lord Bruce of they must be chemically active enough
Klnloss. who In IfiU was killed in a also to affect Injuriously the health of
duel by Sir
Sackvllle. The those who happen to reside In the
two noblemen quarrelled, and went to neighborhood of that s'.rvtlon."
Holland to tight It out. Lord Brum
What Is true of Eoneien Is true of
was mortally wounded, and hurled at Chicago. Every concrete demonstra-llo- n
Bergen. Bettors he died ho begged his
of the harm done by sme.kn and
friends to carry his heart to Hcothimt the; accompanying gases, and cvory diand lay It In the old Abbey of Culms. rect lesson that can be drawn from It
Axopling to sn Inscription In the Is useful over the extent of the two
Abbey the heart is embalmed in u continents,
people are growing
silver caaket. of foreign workmanship, more seriouswhose
every year In the rneler-Vu- r
eeured between two flat and excavatto keep thei air they oreathe pure
ed stone, clasped with Iron.
and clean.
The present Ixird Bruce, accompanied by Lord Klgln, visited tho abbey
Morning .lour aal Want Ads
during Ihe present restoration, and
firing Itwults.
fearched for this relic of his ancestor,
tout up to the present time It has not
wry
The
it y hcvt
of nansa
lecn found.
and mutton at I mil
1ft
"A wedding exchange bureau" has North Ttiln! street.
been established in London to remove
TIIK WOULD IS FI LL OF ODD
a botheration to which mott hymeneal
I II MM S raiPl.t M) 1
couple are subject. The enterprise Is AM)
aVL;
MAY
ITU "s I WHO
I.I HI!MOK.M.Vti
due to two young society men, who be- NOT siI'HKp
JOtKNAL
ing younger sons, were seeking tome ILA.SHIHED AIM.
New
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UHM KILLED HT
FLETCHER RANCH

Contractors

WORKED HALF
AND

ALBUQUERQUE,

DAY FOR BRIGHT

DREW AT BLUEWATER

ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS

INTEREST ALLOWED

eeeeg4,
: THE STATE NATIONAL BANK

THE JAFFA
GROCERY

of Albuquerque. New Mexico

Surplus and Undivided Profits

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
O. N. Marrón, President; Wm. Parr, Vice President; J. B. Heme
Cashier; Roy McDonald, Assistant Cashier; I. A. Dye, r. A.
man, E. A. Miera, P. H. Strong, Jay A. Hubhs, and D. H. Cárí

.

y

Accounts of Individuals. Firms, and Corporations Solicited. .Interest
Paid on Six Months Deposits at Rate of 5 per cent per annum.

THE BEST CRACKERS
ARE

THE

BRAND

WITH AMPLE MEANS
AND UN SURPASSED FACILITIES

WE HAVE

"

al

NOTICE THESE

and Directors

Officers
SOLOMON

t

President.
W. S. KTRICKLKR,
W. J. JOHNSON,
and Cashier.
Assistant Cnrtiles.
WILLIAM McINTOSH.
GEORGE ARNOT.
J. 0. BALDIUDGE.
O. E. CROMWKLKk
A M. RLACKWELL.
LUNA,

Vice-Preside-nt

NUMEROUS

TESTIMONIALS OF ACKNOWLEDGED AUTHORITIES
DORSE THE MEDICI NAL EFFICACY OF THE

EN-

FAMOUS SHAWHAN WHISKEY

IT KEETS Off

T

Af T I ff G

GOOD

TRY IT! TRY IT!

WAl'EH
Quickcl

large
Flavors: Chocolate,
Orange, Lemon, Mint,

Nabisco,

30c

Vanilla.
Nabisco, small

.

Flavors; Vanilla and
Chocolate.
Festino
Champagne Wafers

tlotlic of Zeiger's Cafe, and George K . Nclier
of the White Elephant, Local Dealers

WHOLESALE, DISTRIBUTORS
.

30c
25c

WIioIchuIc

Hi

Hour

und Feed

Empress, "Moses Best." "Gejld Seal,"
"Blanco," "North Star" and "Mountain Hose" Fluur at wholesale.
Kansas and Native Hay, Alfalfa,
Oats, Barley. Corn, Corn Chop, Wheat,
White and Heel Bran.
Bex Stock and Poultry Food.
Manhattan Stock anil Poultry Food.
Crushed Oyster Shells, Chicken
Heme, Be'ef Scraps, Native Salt and
other Stock and Poultry Food.

...
,.e
--

--

LAS VFOAS, N.

DEALER

in two

.

I

a

M. BERGER

Champagne
The new Grape .Itiice;
siics: .2 foi
Quarts . .

&

RAYWOODS & ROBERTS CO.

.10c

Drink Blood of tho Grape

,85c

Grocery Co.

"Good Tilings to Eat"
Mall

I1U.INM,

CAPITAL.

SI'Et 'lAlriES

Jaffa

j

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.

PRICES

CONFECTIONS

The

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

BANK Of COMMERCE

Brcmner's Butter Wafer. . . .10o
chees Sandwich, large
2i;
Cheese Sandwich, small .... l(k- itk:
Five O'clock Tea
Fig Newtons
10c
Me,
Graham Crackers
Lemon Snaps
5c
Marshmallenv Dainties
lOo
10c
Oat Meal Crackers
Old Time Sugar Cookies, . . . 10t- tOc
Pretzelettes
10t:
Royal Toast
Saltine
20:
20;:
Saratoga Flakes
Boda, City
10;
Social Tea Biscuits
I0e
U NEED A BISCriT
5c
5- Uneedá Milk Biscuit
i iieeda .llnjer Wuyfer
10c
Vanilla Wafer
10c
Water Thin
15c
Kit Ku (linger Snaps
5c
Zwieback
15c

.

O

INER -- SEAL

The lurgtist assortment of Iner-Scstood to be found in tho
city, unci arc selling thcin at the
same price' that they arc sold
for in aU eastern cities.

SCGAIi

$100,000.00
.
15,000.00

Capital

COiP'Y

'GoodThifljrstoEaf

One important step has been taken NOVEL AMUSEMENT
toward solving the bafiling mystery of
the identity of the lunatic who was
FOR
ENTERPRISE
shot by Alec Lewis at the John P.
Fletcher ranch, four miles south of
Albuquerque, the lllh of June last.
ALBUQUERQUE
His name, or at least the name under which he worked under was Joe
Manning.
Further light on the previous hisAlbueiuerque is to have a new and
tory and family of the unfortunate
man Is expected to be forthcoming novel amusement cniirprlsc, one that
soon.
will in all probability meet with liberJoe 8, Bright, of the contracting al patronage on tin' part of local
Drew,
on
Bright
of
&
work
at
the
llrm
seekers from the lirst dtiy
Santa Fc grade at BlQe water, luia pos- amusement
is opened.
itively identified one of the photo- it The
is to be known
graphs of the dead man as the man as the establishment
"Mills Bdlsonia Amusement
who, uneler tin? name of Joe Manning,
and Penny Arcade," and Prowas shipped from I.e.:. Angeles early Parlors
prietor Davis announces that it Is to
In June to work in tiie Bright Drew be strictly
and unique and
grading camp near Blucwater.
In every partic ular. The com"I am absolutely positive he was the novel
pany
specialty
will
a
of catersame man," said Mr. .Bright, to the ing to the make
highest lass trade, especMorning Journal yesterday. "That his ially to ladies
and hildren. The Mills
mlnel was affected there was no doubt.
Kdisonia Amusement Parlors are to
He worked only half a day for us and be
equipped with the latest improved
the'n vanished. He acted very quccr-lnnel most ingenious oin operated maall the time he was in camp, his chines
of all descriptions, some of
strange conduet attracting the attenthem being marvels of mechanical
tion of everyone."
Joe Blackburn, timekeeper at the construction. These will include phograellng amp, corroborates this story nographs, picture ni a. bines and many
anel there Beems to be no reason to other varieties of coin machines. The
of this establishment are
doubt that this was the same man proprietors
who terrorized the Fletcher ranch and the people who operated the famous
at the Louisiana Purwho was killed by the shot from a "Spectalorium"
chase Exposition in St. Louis two
shotgun which Lewis fired to frighten years
ago.
Mills
The
Edisonla
the cnizy man away.
and Penny ArThe fact that the eload man's hands Amusement Parlors 20
t South Secwere soft and showed no callous plac- cade ure located at
ond street, and will be open to th-He was worke's Is easily explained.
public
next Wednesday, July 11.
ing on a "wheeler." and like many
men w ith the same job. probably wore
leather palm protectors em the Inside
of his hands. "I have seen men work RUMORED C. E. NEWCOMER
regularly at this work with hands thus
protected and their hands remained
absolutely soft and showed no signs
HAS BEEN OFFERED
of manual labor," said Mr. Bright.
Bright and Drew have bee n working
carefully on the case and hope to be
be able in the near future to lay bare
JOB AT THE PEN
nil the mystery which lies back eif the
tragedy. The' refined face and athletic
build of the deceased showed that he
It Is rumored that C. E. Newcomer,
came of gooel family. It will bo rc-- i
ailed that he had the hallucination chief deputy United States marshal
that four men were pursuing hini. uneler C M. Forakcr, has been olfe'iuel
seeking his life, and that there Is a a posltiein of clerk in the territeirial
strange story bediind the veil Is a cer- penitentiary to till the vacancy caused
tainty. Mr. Bright says he will leave by the resignation of W. D. Newdomb,
w ho gave up the position Friday,
no stone unturned to unravel the tanMr.
gled skein and eliscover the whole Newcomer was in Santa Fe during the
Week. Irtlt it was impossible to (lisstory.
"Manning
worked for Lantry & ie ver yesterday whether the position
Sharpe two months before," said Mr. had really been offered him and
Bright, "and returned to Los Angeles. Whether he Intended to accept It.
Latef on the same man turneei up
again looking fer work and we at
nmv had him sent out to our New
LOCAL AND PERSONAL
Mexico camp.'
It is fair to súpose that he wandered
on east after leaving the camp and
Washington, July 7. New Mexico:
was walking from Islets te AlbuquerSunday; Monelay fair, warmer
que when he reached Ihe Fletcher .Showers
In cast portion.
ranch below the oily.
Arizona Fair in south, showers an.'t
it win be recalled that photographs
In north
portlein
Sunilay;
were taken of the man after his death, warmer
one of which the Morning Journal sent Monday fair.
to Bright & Drew for Inspection. Mr.
J. HJ Kirby srrlved from Santa Fo
Bright identified the man at first
glance. Further details of the man's last night.
.Miss Liilic Murni'.v, matron at. the.
past history and the: cause of his Infinity will be awaited with Interest territorial penitentiary has resigned
her position and been relieved from
by the public.
duly.
Lighthouse Tender safe. ,
Mrs. Joshua S. Ituynolds, of Las
Washington, July 7. Anxiety fm Vegas, has gone to Boston, Mass.,
by her sons, Herbert F.
Ihe sufety of the lighthouse tender
Latiré was relie ved today by a tele- Itaynolds, of this city, and John M.
gram from K?y West, reporting that Reynolds, of El Paso.
she hail anchored under Lobos light
Herman Si hwelzer, manager of the
from June 25 to July 2 waiting for local Harvey eurio rooms, left last
the high wind to subside.
night for Phoenix and the Apaches
and Pima Indian country of southern
WTAUCTIC
EXPEDITION.
m:.
Arizona.
Mrs. James E. Hurley and daughter.
Lieutenant Bnriie Will Seek to Lenrn Miss HTldegárd,
who have been visitIf Graham I. and Is Only an Island.
ing in this city, Santa Fe and Las
Three, If not four, expeditions art1
llileft
itter place during the
xpected to be in the Antarctic area week for Topeka.
agaHl
within
the next eighteen
QeaeraJ Manager James E. Hurley,
months. The' six expeditions, from of the Santa Fe, arrived in a special
I'auptain (lerlachc, of Belgium, to Dr. train yesterday morning from i:i
Charcot, of France', that spent the past Paso, accompanied by Superintendent
fOW years in the far south eliscovered
It. J. Parker, OÍ the western grand dinew lañéis mil penetrated far Inside vision, and otliiT officials.
Messrs.
of one long stretch of roast, but failed Hurley and Barker li'ft feir the east
to ascertain whether these lands ar. early this morning. The officials atall hound together, forming a conti- tended a meeting at El Puso of the
nent.
Fnlon Depot association, of which Mr.
Captain Scott made his way up the Hurley Is president. Others in the
gentle' Ice sleipe for 200 miles Into the parly arriving here were Hlo Grande
Interior of Victoria Land, but was not division superintendent, W. K. Etter,
able alter all to show whether he had i'hie'f Bnglnee-- Storey and H. B.
irutrchéd Into a continental mas or I.nriU. Chief Electrician L. M. Gftziri
only a large island. Every expedition was already in the city, and Superinthat Is going to this field hopes to shed tendent Kurn. of the New Mexico dilight on the eiuestlon of the southern vision, arrived em No. 1 from the
north.
continent.
The problem Is to be attacked on tho
A h.Hinil Magazine
American side of the Antarctic by
Lieutenant Michael Barne, of the Dbf Is worth a dozen lying around loose.
covery. who Is preparing to go to Gra We can bind them In attractive form
ham Land, about 600 miles south of for $1.00. Better bindings a llttlo
South Amerlco.
Explorers have been higher. Just call Automatic 'phone
up and down the east anel west shores 118 and ws will be glad to talk over
your magazine proposition.
of Graham Land, and what they hav-II. s. Llthgow & Co.,
found of It s about 450 miles long and
Bookbinders,
Journal Óulldlng.
from fifty to 100 miles wide but It wlj-en- s
toward the south: they do not
N
GENUINE
AMEBIC
block
know yet whether It Is a large island
or a narrow promontory of thn Ant- LUMP, NOW S.V50 PKH TON. II Ml
&
CO.
arctic continent extcmling far toward
the north.
FEE'S HOME-MADCANDY AT
If, as senne' of the students of the
Antarctic probb'm conjecture, tho ex- WALTON'S HUM. HTOHE.
tent of laml In the south polar regions
Is about 2,500.000 square miles, these
lands arc about as large as the United
States, Including Alaska. Human curiosity will neve-be satisfied till th
wheile extent of the land Is laid down
on the maps and all geographers know
that for the next twenty years this
held will be Ihe scene of the large it
exploratory activity.
It Is strange that tho mysterious
south and, which, long before the
of America, was marked on
the maps of Tierra Australia, should
be the lust anel greatest problem of
geography te be solved In the twentieth century.
&
The Statement has heen published
several times recently that no Investigations are now In progresa In tho Antarctic.
This is slightly Inaccurate.
The Argentine government has Just established a meteorological and magIRECTORS
netic station at Wnndel island, far
south on the west coast of Grsham
Ho the Antarctic regions are
Land
at present not entirely deserted by exEmbalming Is Oar
plorers.
Specialty
If you lie i el II arpe nte r, te lephone
Hoateldcn. Aato. I'liuuc 5M.
Cor. Fifth Street and Kallroad Avenue

JeV.' MtMMtf

MEXICO

NEW.

Capital and Surplus, 0100,000.00.

to.

tify Portrait ot Dead Man

MaaM

II IU

The State National Bank, through
It attorney, O. N. Marrón, yesterday
e
filed a suit In the district clerk's
against Ool. D. K. B. Sellers and
CM. W. H. Oreer to receiver M00, balance due of 1500 and coate on a
11.000 note signed by the defendants.
Summers Burkhart is attorneey In the
case for Messrs. Miera and Greer.
Another suit was filed yesterday
styled Frank F. Trotter versus
S. Teutsch, et al.. doing business under the name of the Household Loan
Company, and Mrs. Ceorgo C. Smith.
Plaintiff prays for judgment in the
sum of 66.fi0. rent due, with costs of
suit, and asks thn' the property be
sedd to satisfy the clalOU

Iden-

IMS.

COURT

DISTRICT

WAS JOE MANNING

RaNroad
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,
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MORNING JOURNHE.

Auto. Phone 426.

114

W. Copper Ave

Orders Filled Same Day
as Received.
Autoinntic Phone 532.

Colorado Phone 57

W.J.PATTERSON

MORNING JOURNAL

Livery and Boarding Stables

WANT ADS
311-31-

BRING RESULTS.

3

West Silver Avenue.

Albuquerque, Ness Mexico
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"THE OLD OAKEN BUCKET"
was all well enough In Its way. but It
wouldn't work In town or city nowa-day- s.

Albuquerque
Foundry and Machine Works

Modern plumbing takes It's place
and fills It better If the plumbing hs
heen done properly. That's where we
come In strong that's why wt.cou-flelentl- y
claim at least a share of your
custom. May we have It?

R. P. HALL. Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings, Ore, Coal,
and Lumber Cars. Pulleys, Orate
Bars, Babbitt Metal, Columns
and Iron Fronts for Buildings, Repairs on Mining and
MllllD- - Machinery In Our Specialty

We

FOUNDRY
East Side Railroad Track. Albaanerque

carry the Finest Une
Garden Hose in the Citri

STANDARD PLUMBING AND
HEATING COMPANY.

??I0J,hon R

J84- -

412 West Railroad

DoYotirEyesTioubleYou?

Ave..

Albuueeal

ry

ADAMS

DILGARD

FUNERAL

e

I EXAMINE Til EM FREE
Every Pair of OIhhw Fitted Guaranteed Absolutely Correct.
Ifb
Guessing
Methods
ONLY USED.

C. H.CARNES,O.D.
Graduiitc Optlclsn

With II. Yuuow

114 R. It. Ave.

sí

hi Nr.

-

A

TWO SIGHTS ON A SOLIp
LENS. NOTHING TO BREAK
APART OK INTERFERE
WITH THE

.9irtHT

MANUFACTURED

BY

THE

V.

"Mil

THE ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOUKNAE

Sondar. July 8, 1006.
brought her company and scenery
over from London, Miss Nethersole
disagreed with the manager of the
Vaudeville over the contract, and ha
departed for Biarritz in her automobile and sent her people and stage settings back to London.
The bone of contention was
"Reveil," of which Miss Nethersole has secured the English rights.
The author and manager insisted on
Its being played during the American
actress' short season In Paris, and this
was Impossible. However, If all goes
well. Parisians will have a chance to
see the American Sapho In their cKy
during
the Orand Prix week next
year,

MUST

AMERICAN

SERVE TERM III

Her-vleu-

FRENCH PRISON
MONEY FAILS TO SAVE

Convicted

and Killing Girl While
ing

,

'a

the leading modistes to Introduce the
mantilla for evening wear.
This
graceful Spanish head covering can be
draped and adorned In countless ways,
and may be of lace which will make It
quite as expensive as any hat the modistes could turn out. Some of th
most expensive firms are already
showing mantillas for next season's
theater wear. They are caught up or
the side with flowers or jewelry ornaments, and some have the design of
the lace picked out around the border
comwith embroidery In gold and silver The
pany,
threads, etc.
regulation
Three No. 1
bowling alleys, complete, including
Financial
embarrassments
have bowling bed. foundation gutters, pit
overtaken the deposed King Bohanatn nnd approach; also divisions, two reof Dahomey, who Is living in a sort of turn chutes, three leather cushions,
exile in Algeria.
three pit mats, three improved score
He is allowed $2,000 a year by the registers, three sets ten pins, thirty
French government, but apparently bowling balls, one set (8) Perfection
the payments have not been regular. reflectors, one alley brush, one gutWhen Invited to the races and Arab ter brush, eight 12 foot oak settees,
fantasia at Bllda, he was unable to with cushion for same; which said
hire carriages for himself and suite, property Is now located in the storebut was supplied with conveyances by room at No. US West Oold avenue, In
the management.
the City of Albuquerque, New Mexico,
In and
The monarch, who is old and
which said mortgage was filed rot
poor health, will probably be sent record
on tho 12th day of May, 1906,
will not allow him to stand the win- and recorded in Rook "F" of Chattel
ter of northern latitudes even so fa- Mortgages, page 330. In the office ot
vored as Algeria.
rethe probata clerk and
corder of Bernalillo county. New MexThe Popo Is a martyr to gout. This ico, to secure the payment to the said
is, on authority of Dr. Lapponi, his The
comholiness' physician, all thai is the pany of the sum of $1,252, together
matter with him, despite the rumors With interest thereon at eight per cent
which have described him asa victim per annum, evidenced by sixteen
to heart disease, whose life hung by promissory notes of said date, three
a thread.
for $100, each payable July 1st, AuAlthough Pius X. has periodical at- gust 1st and September 1st, 1906, retacks of gout, he Is not cautious spectively; twelve notes for $7ii each,
enough in using his foot after an at payable the first day of each following
He consecutive month thereafter and one
tack, and suffers accordingly.
also takes a glas of wine when it ts note for $.r)2. payable October 1, 1906;
unadvisnble from a health point or
And whereas, by said chattel mortHis cure is thus made more gage it was provided that in case de
view.
folIt
if
he
difficult than
would be
lowed his physician's advice more
strictly.

Paris of Running Over
Driv-

an Automobile

(By Paul Villlers.)
Paris, July 7. The decision of the
French government
not to let the
American millionaire, and grandson or
Elliot F.
Commodore Vanderbllt,
Shepard oft with a line, for running
over and killing a young girl, has
been greeted with great satisfaction by
the French public In general, not
Mr. Shepard is considered worse
or even as bad as many of the automobile, cranks who recklessly speed
through the country, never caring
whether they endanger the Uves of
human 'beings, but because the people
are proud to be able to say that no
distinction is ever made between the
rich and the poor in French courts
of justice.
That the term of imprisonment to
which Mr. Shepard was sentenced han
been so greatly reduced is to be taken
only as a itoken of respect towards the
government of the United States,
which made such strong efforts to
hayp. .tjje American millionaire treated
wtlh the same leniency with which
he would have been treated in his
own country.
papers
Time and again, French
have criticised the American courts
which they accuse of servility to the
plutocracy, and It would have been
a severe blow to French pride if Fres- iiV'iit
should have been obliged To' pardon the American millionaire, merely for Ihe reason that his
money was able to Influence French
.justice indirectly through the American government at Washington.

Brunswick-Balke-Collend-

er

Urunswiek-Balke-Collcnil-

litTheodore Wolff, the
erary correspondent and art critic of
city,
the Berlin "Tageblntt," in this
has written an article in which he rejoices that J. Pierpont Morgan, after
all, did not succeed In buying the valuable rtodolphe Kann collection of
paintings, and warns the art lovers of
Europe to look out for the American
pirates who gradually carry off all
our art treasures.
"Europe and especially Franco," he
writes, "has been robbed for years,
In this
a ml should things continue
manner, and France, Germany and
Eifgland not decide very soon to adopt
ihe wise regulations in force in Italy,
with a
millionaires,
Hie American
taste, real or pretended for art, wilt
soon rob us of the last we have."
"Mr. J. P. Morgan, a few years ago,
bought a collection of old bronzes
and porcelain, which the Parisian art
dialer, Mannheim, gathered for hlin
cost of several millions, and he
carried off Fragonard's beauti- 11
painting, "The Love Cyclu.s in

fault should be made In the payment
of any or either of said notes or ot any

SPECIAL SALE

part thereof, or the interest thereof,
on the day or days on which the same
should become due and payable, then
all of the said notes, both principal
and interest, should at once become
due and payable.
And whereas said Walter H. West
has failed to pay the said promissory
note of $100, payable July 1, 1906. ana
said mortgagee.
The
company, has elected
to declare all of said notes as due and
payable under the terms of said mortgage, and the same are now In default
for
Notice Is hereby given that the undersigned, The
company, as mortgagee of said
above described property, has taken
possession of the same under said
mortgage, and will on Friday, the
10th day of August, 1906. at the hour
of 10 o'clock a. m., of said day. at the
store-roonumbered 118 West Oold
avenue in the city of Albuquerque,
New Mexico, offer for sale nnd sell to
the highest bidder for cash the above
Notice of Sale of chattels Under
described property for the purpose of
Chattel Mortgage.
paying off and satisfying the notes
Whereas, Walter H. West, on the 11th and Indebtedness secured to be paid
day of May, 1906, by his certain chat- by said chattel mortgage.
tel mortgage of that date conveyed to

As a way of settling the theater hat
question, it is proposed by some of

SCION OF THE VANDERBILTS

in

Hordenave. who has exercUed his nro- fession in districts thickly studded
with lime kilns, and who says that
within thirty years that he has prac
ticed there, he has not seen a slngie
case of tuberculosis among the work
men at the kilns. Furthermore that
workmen coming from other district
affected with tuberculosis, are soon
cured after they have lived for some
time among the lime dust.
Saved nis Comrade's Life.
"While returning from the Orand
Army encampment
at Washington
City, a comrade from Elgin, 111., was
taken with cholera morbus and was
in a critical condition," says Mr. J. E.
Houghland, of Eldon, Iowa. "I gave
him Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Dl irrhoea Remedy and believe saved
his life.
I have been engaged for
ten years in immigration work and
conducted many parties to the south
and west. I always carry this remedy
nnd have used It successfully on many
occasions." Sold by all druggists.

er

Brunswlck-Balke-Collend-

Brunswick-Balke-Collend-

er

er

Commencing
Saturday, July 7th.
Look at my windows
end circulars.

m

BRPNSWICK-BALKK-COLLEND-

CO.
By E. L. MEDLEK,
Atty. for Mortgagee.
STAGE TO JFMEZ SPRINGS.
is prepared
to
The undersigned
make trips to and from the celebrated
JEMF.Z HOT SPRINGS. Any Information desired can be secured from
George H. Moore, No. 113 West Railroad avenue.
JAMES T. JOHNSTON.

Business Without System

business, large or small.

Sheets can

be ruled to suit your needs. Full outfits furnished. Call us up and we can
show you the advantages
of using
loose leaf devices.
H. S. Lithgnw
Co.,
Journal Hulldlng.
Bookblndera

Fine Clothing and Furnishings

ft

STOP AT Till: WHITE ELEPHANT ON VOl'R WAY HOME AND

TRY

GLASS OB'
BRAU BEER.

A

MÜNCIIENER-HO-

BEST.

1

The Soda Thirst
It

jk Jason, only

a

short

airo. paid a million rrancs lor a
silver Statu of a king of the thir
t

mv

teenth century, found at Jirouges; a
we&ther vane from the chateau le
l.uile, and it is said that lie paid live
million francs for the ivories belonging to Haron Oppenheim of Cologne."
"Other railroad and pork kings have
operated In a similar manner, they
have bought magnificent portraits Ot
l,:irgllllerrcs, pictures of Dianais and
as Bolleau once sang to Louis XIV".,
'Pour toi seul desormals j'avals voulu
d'ecrlrc," so the art dealers of l'.iris
now work only for the
of America.
"The days seem to have pased when
real art lovers are allowed to remain
The
in possession of their treasures.
days have passed In which Dr. Louis La
Case betwc.cn visits to his patients,
searched the nooks and corners of this
city and brought to light Waltaus and
Fragonards and lived almost in hun-- I
ger to he able to add to his treasures,
thus getting together the beautiful
collection he left to the Louvre.
Maecenas
"Today the American
sends out his agents as the Orienta:
Hey sends out his eunuchs to the mar-- f
ket, where slaves are sold, when he
wants to add new beauties to his har- em. The American millionaire gets
Ihe most beautiful and the most expensive beauties ever for sale In the
market of slaves: but the bouglu
beauty Is (old and the Maecenas
known nothing of the quiet joy of a

hits come and we were never
better able to entertain It
Treat your throat at
our beautiful fountain.

e

FIGURE

O'RIELLY'S SPECIAL
AMERICAN BEAUTS

J. KORBER.

CHERRY SISTER8

Corner Flrcr Street and Copper Avenue.

Cooking wilb gas Is otean, loo no
foul smell; no tainting of victual'.
And It's Ideal lor Summer cookery.

i

W. L. TR IMBLE

Dr.

IjO.

Cnze.

"Pails has some reasons to get nn-- f
gry at these robbing barbarians, but
she has numerous and very Important
mumi not to show her anger. Of
the millions which are made in Amer- lea. hv work or speculation, not a few
of
How Into Paris and Americans,
course, buy other things besides works
of art."

Í

í

'
M. Andre Ibels. in a widely rcpro- dured newspaper article, bitterly at-j- '
tacks the wealthy classes of Paris whe
if he says are crowding the poor out of
He says I fiat persons
Ihe hospitals.
i
circumstances even rein cAniforta-hlsort to disguise to gain admission to
the free hospitals rather than spend
Iher money, which they can very well
afford. In private nursing homes.
The public charities board chnrges
three francs a day for ordinary cases,
and Ave francs for surgical eases,
when the patients are not Indigent,
but even this says M. Ibels, the rich
would rather pay than leave room In
our hospitals for those who cannot
afford to go elsewhere.
The bankruptcy of radlotherapeuttc
Is what wo have to resign ourselves to
nccnrdlne to Dr. Ilericourt. In a sensensational article published In the
"Revue," Dr. Herlcourt points out
radium
that the Roentgen rays and
aroused such enthusiasm among phy
Rleinns that they have come to a rather hasty conclusion that such powerful
'
agents must have a miraculous effect
u ion microbes, and, of course, Immediately applied them to two of the
most awful scourges of tho human
race, tuberculosis and cancer.
"Thj? Is what has happened," says
'"Dr. ITcVreourt:
"After having said
i that cancer could be cured by radio
fherapeutlcs, they discovered that the
same rays could convert a simple sore
into a cancerous one. As ror ramo
therapeutics as applied to local tuber
culuosis, It Is no more beneficial treat
Other evils
i are noil half so dangerous.
mentthan simple sun's rays and which
f must
be attributed to the new rays, on
resign
I the subject of which we mustillusions.
ourselves, to lose our latest
t'-enunlc of Italian scientists had an- nounced that they had by this means
transformed the virus of rabies into
hydrophobia,
J a vaolnÍÍ and with It cured
t Alas, ha been Impossible to con-- ,
In in any of these statement,"
"tí- - ' not to ee Olga Nethersole'n
play this year after all. After bavin

NEW MEXICO

LIVERY,

FEED

CO

TRANSFER

AND

STABLES

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Company

first Class Turnouts at

Reason-

able Ratea.

Old Pbone

New Pbone 191.

t

AUTOMATIC PHONE 292

COLORADO RHONE, Blk 93

m

THE ECONOMIST
Albuquerque's

Brightest and Best Store

THE DAYLIGHT STORE

EfC o

CO.

ALBUQUERQUE

USE DIAMOND ICE

See our (ins Ranges on thihllIonj
at the ELECTRIC BUILDING.

--

&

O'RIELLY'S

multi-millionair- es

g

with vb

NEW

absolutely safe.

Gasoline Is concentrated troulilo,
and you never know the ntltivtc lie
trouble Is going to begin Ilion IP,
too
late the mischief has been
wrought .

s,

Tuberculosis and ils cure are the all
engrossing topics of conversation In
medical circles here at present, At
every meeting of the Academy of Medicines somebody propounds a new theory for the extermination of tho terrible scourge.
At the last meeting of the Academy
of Medicine, Dr. Hrounrdel held forth
on the benefits to be derived from living In an atmosphere charged with
lime dust where consumptives were
concerned. lie quoted a report by Dr.

Is

R tikes. Plows,
Lighting Hay Press

AH N & CO.

Which is Cheaper
GqlS or Accident?
Gas

WHEAT BINDERS, MOWERS

P

tf

OPNCE OF PREVENTION DISINFECT WITH
EUREKA
WHITE
LIME.
CHEAPEST, STRONGEST.
1

MANDELL

M.

Is like a ship without a rudder. T ie
modern system. tlzcr Is the Loose Ijcaf
Methods. They can be adapted to anv

well-know- n

A precedent has been created by the
French courts whereby actresses, pro
fessional beauties, etc., are at liberty
to assume for professional purpose"
the name of anybody they clioo.se. According to this, therefore, a youtiR
lady of li'lit morals may call herself
Mademoiselle Fallieres If she chooses
and that pattern of domestic virtues,
the president of the French republic,
lias no right to object.
The judgment establishing this precedent has just been given In the case
of the Duke de Trevise, against a music hall beauty who assumed bis family name. The duke had the young
lady and her manager summoned before tho court anil sued them for ilam-:irvrequesting at the same lime that
Mile, be for forbidden from using the
names of de Trevise. After considera-bllitigation, which arose anew every
time Mile, de Tievise's name appeared
on the billboards, the duke has lost
his suit.

TACT.

Eicon o m ist'f

no mist9 4!

Semi-Innu- al

Sem

Clearance S ale

Clearance Sale

i-In- nual

NOTICE! NOTICE!
On Monday, July 16, and Continuing for One
Week, We Will Have Our Great
Semi-Annu-

al

Clearance Sale.

-

WeJt For This

Clearance Sale, for 'Twill Be the Sale of the Season

and It Will Pay

You to Walt.

An excellent thins; to be able to Hay at it Mm when wiIi-- are springing up all over as if by magic
n
libraries, each dealer, no
From one entl of the towi to Hie oilier Hie Public Is assailed lili
matter how small, telling In a torrent of adjectives, Iiow be purchased carload after carload of merchandise
bow bis qualities are better and bis pru-elower than eijhody else'. MM Is usually the Inducement they
h

high-flow-

i

Watch üomorrotv's Taper

t

for Our Announcement of
Special ale of Misses'

J

and Women's Undertvear

bold forth with oiliest iiersuaslxeness
But don't forget that Price, without honesty of Quality, counts as for nothing. We tell you the unbiased truth we present facts just iin Ibey an', and whatever claims we make about our
Clearance Kales can lie easily substantiated
Clearance Sale and asking you to wait for the
Therefore. In calling your atte'ltlon to our
same, we feel confident that II will evoke your heartiest praise, and brlii lo us the largest volume of business
Ihe store has ever known.
I'resb details of this great sale will be irlntcd next Sunday moraine and we suggest you read that advertisement and be one amoug.it the many who will take advantage of Our Great Sc
Clearance Hale.
Seinl-Aniiu-

al

Scnil-Annii-

al

al

WMK INOINQ

JUL.

U

Watch Tomorrow's Taper

Our Announcement of
forSpecial
Sale of Mtsses'
a

and Women's Underbuear

X

lit
THE ALBUQUERQUE

POClt

MMiMiD

society

4i

The Store

Mr. J. H. o'Klclly. In charge of at- rangi ment for the Mmitesumu ball all
the territorial fair, together with h"s
assistants, has completed the list C
the full committees for the big event
The committees have been chosen with
KILLING MIRABAL unusual care this year and a glance
the names which apocar below sowiat once that the brilliant social affair
of the fair week nu never In bettr
hunds. The committees follow:
Moiitennia Rail Committees.
J. II. o'RIelly, Pi
Sanchez Proves Alibi and is K. ArrangementsJ. Alger. Mavnard tlunsul. Ivan
Cha I
C.runsfeld. H S. I'li'kard, M.
bourne. B. O Jaffa, M W. Flournoy
Released by Sheriff
JaffJ
Hrtigram and Bodges B.
M. O. Chadbourne, Maynanl Consul.
.
Fluur-noyMnrifi HP Picha rd, M. V'
van tgunsfeld.
Reception Mavnard C.pnsul.
HONTANO THREATENED TO "HX"
nr'urisMd. R. K. Putney, F. II
F. A. Hubbell, Noa lMú, W
Kent,
THINGS WHEN HE LOST HIS JOB S Jlnpewell. W. H. Creer. Nelll M
Field. l)r J. II. Wroth, Hi. J. V
Pear. c. O. N. Marrón. N. L. Kterti, Ar
Urban
Ranche,
arrested and thur CnvanauKh. J. N. Coffin. So
Luna. (1. I.. Brooks. A. Ii. McUaffev.
fcri'iiKht here from Bluewater on susF. McKee. J. B. Herndon, V. J. ' aid
picion of stabbing Pedro Mlrabal in well,
P. F. AlcCaiina. 1. A. M'icph.-rnight,
nunWednesday
íld Albiniason Juilire 1. A. Abbott. John Ler
Was released cs'.erdav morning after Clarke, Harrv Lee, Clark M. Carr. Ii
R. W
$e had proved an alibi, and after Inez J. It. Cutter, W. B.B. Chllders.
Adams; Ueul
Boia, the other victim of "Jack the Dnbson, W. L.
Fort Wlngate; J. S. McNaty
Kipper" had failed to Identify San-r- h Lewis.Vegas;
O. C. Watson, Santa Fe;
laH
A warrant has now been
C. C. Ha'l
for one Crbano Montano, who .1. A. Mahoney. Denting;
Gaboon, Ro
formerly worked at the mills of the Hollywood, col.; K. A.Flagstaff.
A. T
American Lumler company here, and well T. K. Pollock.
l on.-rI.
saion
Hho there is reason to believe had h c N It ackwecity;
ii. M. Dougherty,
motive for wishing to do bodily harm tieid. silver
Helen.
Deputy Sheriff Socorro: Paul Dalle,
to Pedro Mlrabal.
A. Ma'
Floor lr. E. .1. Alger.
.Sanchez nt
Mnntoya wrested
H. Lesier, P. S. Ooaenwald
and arrived lime with his pris- son F.Plokard,
T. X. Wllkerson. J. A
oner early yesterday morning. Sun- H S.
) O. Orant. How-irBpnle
Jaffa.
Staal..
bc-n
che easily proved that he had
Jr.. (Jullu.
N
C.
Cftton,
i'larki
v
killing
i .11 at Itlio
..iter the night the
IIE. Pavi'
Fe;
Snntu
Otero.
Manuel
In
Morning
the
Jour B den.
nccured. as told
Ilrighl
Contractor
iliil of yesterday.
and his timekeeper, Blackburn, both
U'
Music, daughter of
M
h
plated lli.il Sanchez went to Hlucwntcr
Mr ana Mrs K. I). Music, of Los All- Tuesday night and was there the
mmlMm
wns married to Mr. Alvin J
day and night. The deputj
In Hie latter city last Tuesday.
aherlj. however, took Sanchez up ti Ihm
years ago. Mr. Shry was a
gt. Joseph's hospital, where De Boll fTntll two of
this citv. and has many
V
verlng from his wounds, mai.lt.nt
now n
to him. "No. friends here.
nd showed Saio'liey.
I am sure he Is not the man who cut
Pr. Wroth is taking his vacation
He," s nd De Hois. Sanchez was then
loom, of his favorite aunt, away
placed in Jul. but wns later released lha
lo tile nine WOOllS llf Maille. illl'l
Further Un
US bis Innocence was clear.
Inda from letters fust received, h"
inquiries by tlie 'sheriff's oftlce nt the o,
himself greatly, and build
American Lumber company ptanl IsIngenjoying
up rapidly as who wouldn't nil
elicited the fact that some time ag,
another native named Urbano Mon- dar uch conditions. a
tano got into some trouble with Capllev unit Mrs M. W. AlL'er. 124
tain La l.ond. of the old town compknj
Walter street. Will leave Tue'
South
in
the
a
mil!'
foreman
militia,
and
of
for tin- Grand i anyoti
Montano and day
i. l.onil discharged
gave Mlrabal, the dead man. his place. and the Southern California COftSl n
will remain
You Just
remember sorts. Mr. and Mrs. Alger
vNevt i mind.
Pr. E. .1. Alger will
I'll fix you." Montano is reported Indefinitely. narents
mi
to California and
to have said to l.a l.ond when he was coninanv bis
return In B few days.
Bred.
That his malice would extend to the
Margaret M. Crumpai k
Mrs.
man who got his place is nulte reasonAt any rate Shcri.'f widow of til.' late Judge .1. YV. 'rumable to suplióse.
ai
Armijn Is making a strong effort to packer, of La Porte, Indiana, win 111
part of
locate Montano, and arrest him an rive in this city the latter
week to visit friends a few days. Mn
De Bol for Identifioru? Iiim
cation. The latter believes that he Crump, n ker will spend the next three
saw his assailant, and the murderer nl months on the Pacific coast.
Mlrabal plain enough to Identify him
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Hubbell, accom-panift- d
ys.
It
At least that Is what he
by their family and Mrs. Here Bolr
by the sheriff that
knows more than he will tell, and n bert Romero, left last night for Loag
lie. o h. Cal., where they have taken
Id put the real crimall probability i
inal In the clutches of the law If h a cottage for the balance of the .sumiller.
would.
It Is believed thai Montano wen'
Miss Nona McDowell, who has Spent
west from here not long ago, and a
search will be made for him, particu- the past two years in thl--- , city, Will
larly In Gallup and EliifstatT Another leave tomorrow evening for her home
man named Man toy a, who was found In Columbus. Qa, Miss McPowcll
in
to return to Albuquerque
in old town yesterday with his fa of
bruls'd an If from a blow by a II"'. Seotcmhi r,
description
to
the
arid who answered
an
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Blbo and famof the murderer, was arrested
Hols,
the latter said ily have
but
returned from a three
shown to !e
re.
was
he
and
man.
not
a
the
months' trip through California and
he
d.
again
rl
located in their home al
ale
park View Terrace,
I

of Peliability

Money to Loan

CO-Itoo-

t

20 PER CENT
from the regular retail prices.
e
suits, and prices
The underwear comes in union and
range from JO cents to $2.75 per garment long sleeves, short sleeves
and no sleeves; cotton, lisle, and mercerized; ladies' and misses' sizes.
The gloves are wrist length; in cotton, lisle, and silk; prices ranging from 15 cents to 85 cents per pair; all colors.
These goods are all marked in plain figures, and will be sold at
the marked pricr, less 20 per cent; any one can figure the cost to the
purchaser.
two-piec-

m

THE

BIG GLOBE SIGN on West Railroad Avenuemyksjheert-tranc-

e

n,

THE GLOBE STORE

to the store of reliability and fair treatment

ave.

I

J
wife, and J. F. HArCOUrt,

Defendants.

1

I

I'io-líésso-

9

l and baitist.
at It oriocK.
rrui.

H'ldgln. supei intendeht. Morning serRev
ví, e ut 11 o'clock; sermon by
j. W. T. McNeil, on Christian Beselection.-brna." organ prelude and "My
Faith
jnartette,
the fhoir.
urfertoiy solo,
Looks I'p lo Tic e."
"I in A Pilgrim," by Mrs. Wnshburn.
Evening
V P s. c. B. at 7 o'clock,
by
service at 8 o'clock With sertnon
Rev. J. V. T. McNeil. Music 1S choir,

v

of

lion

diic

J,

11

Mtmo-- .

IHST METHODIST KPItWol' L
trnvnoa.
Third.)
Comer Lead Ave and Smith
KRV. J. C ROLLINS. D.D,. Pastor. at
Sunday acjiool meets promptly
strangers enrdlallv welcomed.
4r,
joining worship at 11 a nr. with ser- .non bv the pastor "A' the Spring-Bp- L
nd Amidst the Palms of Life.
"The
forth league at 7 p. m. Theme.
on Jlv Life.
I Maim of the Church
'vening service at S o'clock..by The
Rev.
'vening service will be given
' amuel I. Lindsay of St. Louis. Mo..
n "Government and the Supremacy
The public is cordially
1 the Uw."
ii.i in all aervlres.
,

I

jft
lama will leave

Mrs. Solomon

rumen.

,

Under

n

at

A

night for Long Iteach. Cal.,
main aw, iv two months.

to

raw

to-

Wilson and Miss
Corby are the guests of MI'S
Agnes Seis of Isleta.
ft

et

ft

ft
Miss Mae Karroo and Miss Frances
Borders are enoylng a vacation at
Jemes hot springs.
ft ft ft
Mrs. A. A. Keen and Mrs. W. S.
Htrlcklor have gone to Jemez hot
springs for a three weeks' outing.

f

FALLING HAIR STOPPED.
Cured bv Destroying the
I'ernsitlo tiertn That Causes ll.
Rnldtieas follow- - falling hair, falling
hair follows dandruff; and dandruff
the reenn of a germ digging lis way
Into the seal;, tn the root of the hair
Where its saps the Vitality of the hail-Tdestroy that germ Is to prevent as
well as cure dandruff, falling hair, and
lastly, baldness.
There is only one
preparation known to do that. New-brollerplcldc, an entirely nqw. scientific discovery. Wherever It has been
tried It has proven wonderfully Successful.
It can't be othrrwlse beIt
cause
utterly
destroys
the
dandruff germ. "You destroy tin'
you
cause,
remove
effeot
the
Sold by leading diilgglsts. ..fend Unv
In stamps for s imple to The Herplclde
Co. Detroit. Mich. It. II. Itrlggs &
Special Agents.

MP

and

South

Fourth

thc qoality; style
or wish or Auyor

i.. jifa

our, Gocos.

dear.

BROTHERS 8c SISTERS
CET THffVGS WHERC You
GETTHE

RIGHT.

1

Harpr

and Lou

Hnrpr, hit

f

ICqC

TMC

KuSltK.

WH1WN

CO. C HI C A CO
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ALL OF
THE MERCHANTS WHO ADVER.TI-5THE TIME THAT THEY WLL JELL GOODS "BELoV
COT" REALLY MEAN Tf Of CoUR.SE NOT. HOW
COULD THEY AND KEEP IT UP?
T6 NOT ARITHMETIC. BUT YOU CAN UNDERSTAND, CAN YOU
NOT, HOW THAT AT THIS SEASON OF THE YEAR
WHEN SUMMER BUSINESS S NEARLY OVER THAT
A LEGITIMATE STORE MAY WISH To CLOSE OUT
MANY LINES THEY H AVCuBoU6HT TOO MANY OF.
MANY MERCHANTS BUY JOB LOTS AND POORLY
MADE ÚOODS TO SPRING ON THE PEOPLE AT THIS
TIME OF THE YEAR BUT LOOK OUT FOR THESE
FAKE SALES. WE WOULD RATHER Do WITHOUT
BUSINESS THAN To GIVE OUR PATRONS POOR
5Tjrr. WE ARE HERE To STAY. So EVEN AT
PRICES WE CONFESS ARE REDUCED AND LET US
OUT ABOUT EVEN WE H AVELEFT L0TS0F "CLOTHES
OF QUALITY. "OUR GREEN TAGS TELL THE STORY.
SIMON STERN,
RESPECTFULLY,
THE RAILROAD AVENUE CLOTHIER.
DO

'

William

fc

.

JÍ2líJíssi FK'iWf

-

.

fdyicMT

For prompt nod courteous trenlmelit
and the very choicest of rnents yon will
make mi mistake by calling un I anil
Klelnwort. 112 North Third street, or
telephoning your order In.

va

3,--

A

-

f

-

avenue

fVEVFR

's

tiffs,

tf
street.
FOR REST Four room modern
house, close In. Five room modern
fi, 7 and 8 room
house, furnished,
houses for rent. X. T. Delaney, 215
XV. Gold ave.
tf
FOR RENT Four rooms furnished
AKOIIITIOCTti.
cheap for summer months with bath, E. W. SPENCER
electric lights and telephone. 1404 N! V. O. WALLINGFORD-- tf
Second st-Architects.
47. Barnett Building.
EÓR RENT Two rooms for light Rooms 46 and
Roth 'Phones.
housekeeping. 610 W- Colli.
CIVIL i:ginef.us7
store rooni
Foil RENT 100-foon West Gold avenue. Address Bbjt J. R. FARWELLr
Civil
f Room 23, X.
138, City.
T. A PmJJg building.
g.
FOR RENT Rooms for
ViriERIV.M!!
AN.
c,,i ner of Sixth st. and Rail- DR. F. L.
' T
SCHNEIDER"
road ave.
Veterinarian.
512
RBNT-4
Office 24 North Second street íhon
FOR
Furtlshed room.
Second St.
tf Auto 311, Colo. Black 35. Residence
Furnished modern phone Auto 74 7.
FOR BENT
house; also furnished rooms. Inquire
I'NIIERTAKJiltS.
r.
f A.
after o'clock at ,r,14 W. Coal.
BORDERS
Storage room for
City Undertaker.
FOR REXT
wool, furniture, etc. Large building. Black or white hearse, $5.00. ComE. W. Fee. 620 S. Second st.
mercial Club Building. Auto telephone.
Colorado, red 116. Albuquerque,
Modern furnished 316;
FOR RENT
rooms. r,()0 South Second St., upstairs. New Melci.
'
W. V. Fulrelle.
If
BAKERIES.
tttt lflAD P1D1H KIT, iirímírítíí'
Pleasant furnished
FOR IlKN.'
tf .llyered to any part of the citv. wed-din- e
rooms at 315 S. Third st.
cakes a specialty: satisfaction
FOR RENT Furnished rooms bv guaranteed.
S.
the dav. week or month, also rooms Bakery. 207 SouthN.Flr--Balling.
t strert. Pioneer
Mrs.
Eva
for llerht housekeeping.
i1 1 ios" "
Flaming. 113 West Lend ave.
tf
Stock Companies Incorporated.
FEMALE IÍK.I.PW ANTI D.
If vou have 'stocks or bonos for sale,
salespeople.-Apd26 "extra
WANTED
let nie
try i,, sell them for yon.
Monday. B. Ilfeld & Co.
ueorge M. Kellogg, Broker, 540 Elli
WANTED jxoung lady cashier for cotí squaie linffalo.
Jy
Mills Penny Arcade. 216 Vi i. Second
.19
st. Ajiply Monday and Tuesday.
WANTED.
Girl for. general houseJS
work. 608 south Fourth street,
fteal
and Loans,
WANTED Girl for general houseire Insurance,
work. Apply from 9 to 12 mornings.
Copper nvenue.
tf
809
- Bonds.
Saleswoman, young,
WANTED
112
South Second Street.
must be experienced, and be able to
Automatic Thnne 328.
speak Spanish. Attractive salary 'to
FOR SALE.
right person. Only parties with nil $1.800.
frame, bath, electric
qualifications and capable need apply.
lights, lot G0xl42, In Highlands.
Write and send references immediate5J,o0
brick cottage, good
ly to the John Becker Company, Becellar, barn. etc. S teaith
lén, New Mexico.
z,tuu
brick cottage. well
built, N. Eighth street.
WANTED A girl for general house$4,000
Two
good
Aiply
ave.
914
houses, S lots,
W.
tf
Railroad
work.
shade trees, room for two more
nouses; close in; N. Sixth street.
2,250
modern adobe, well
built, nicely finished, large grounds.
Good outbuildings, trees and shrubbery. Fouth ward.
$3,000
cement finish dwelllnir. bath ntn nlnu I
dwelling,'
$2,200
an
POOL AND BILLIARD corner ctose IB,frame
lot 76X142, .fine
shade trees.
A fine piece of business property
for
aaue.
PARLORS
Some good ranches for sale cloae to

FLEISCHER
Estate

Surety

and

ut Went

IN

!

STDNF.y EFU F..VE ABEL.
CIIAWFORD Minister.
,E. U M KIM. El:. Attorney for Ex
Soutn Arno siret;i.
Idenee. ,a
ecutors.
rln II, e tnonltis of .III V 1111 AUgUSl
Executors
Iflhere " il1 be services only al 10 a. m.
by
mln
the
Preaching
11
m.
a.
nd
Mexico. County of
Territory of N'-Jet. at the morning hour.
IlerrwUlllo, In the District court.
sfimCK.
CHRISTIAN
MnntetNRi.i ftTrust Company and Sydney Phlgene Abel: xécittorn of the
Sarvli is every Sunday at 11a. m. In
estate of IK J- Abel, def eased, Plainlewumen's club roushs in '.he Com- -

.oinei

j Kl
furnished
108 John

r

K

Club

Soulli

A.

.

1

SOMFThliJ"

ItnMMpa

nlu

'.road way.
Three
FOIR
RENT.
rooms with hath, close in.

furnished
S10

ot

in

re-

fcfar-gar-

FOR RENT.
Three
rooms for housekeeping.

X.

OUR PRICE S, BUT

a

it

N. IS.

i

OCCUR

ft

Mrs. Marion

hiiiv s i:i"immjp.l cniriM'ir.

tORNKST

1

BIG DROPJ

Notice.
Notice Is hereby given thai the Una l
report of The Monteruma Trust Com-in the absence of the rector pnny and Sydney Eugene Abel, execHuntoday.
ere will be no service
utors of the last will and testament of
y m booi ss usual at in a. m.
the estate of p. J. Abel, deceased, was
fifed In the probate court on the 2d
PAI LS LITIIKRAN IIR ll
dav of July, 1!08, and that Monday,
oiner of Sixth and Silver avenue. () the fith day nf August, ItM, has beet,
most:
rastor.
fixed by the probate court as the date,
u.m.l.v irhnnl nt 9:S0 a. m. Morn- - of the hearing of objections to the
ig jeivice and sermon In flerman at (lnal account of sold executors and the
settlement thereof. All persons hav4. m. Fngllsn service nnu wtii
ing any objections or exceptions' r
m. You :ire cordially Ihviteil.
at
A
said report are required to be present
IIIIIC I I t V I III Hi ll
and present the same on said date.
llrondMONTKZ1MA TIIUHT 0OMPAJCY,
of OoM avenue kiu

V""r

,

for

8,

hous--kpeplp-

city.

Anti-Saloo-

I
congrfgtio
Sunday school

said property to satisfy, pay off and
discharge the indebtedness evidenced
by sold note, and also the attorney í
fees therein provided lo be paid, and
also for costs of suit; and that an order for service by publication lias
been made In said cause.
Yon are further notified that unless
you enter your appearance in - lid
cause on or before the 5th day of Sep-tember, 1906, the plaintiffs will apply
lo lln- court for the relief demande,
in their complaint.
W. B. DAMK. Clerk.
(Seal)
E. I.. MKDT.KU. Attorney for l'llfs.
osloflice address, Albuuueniue,

.19

RENT.
Furnished tent, $8.00
per month. Apply 702 W. Coal.
tt
RENT.
Three futnMjed
FOR
rooms- with modern conveniences, "21 3
Soul h Arno.
tf

.

THno-tnao-

y

ii" street.)

-

cer-tftl-

Mrs. Clark M. Can- and family, tOO
North Fourth street, will leave Tues-dnfor Michigan, where they will
spend un- remainder nt tlie summer,
ft ft A
Mr. and Mrs. K. R. Kill returned to
their home in Wlnslow, Ariz.. last
night after a visit with friends in tins

(St J South
J. M. soi.l.lE. Pistoi.
Preaching at 11 a. m. by Rev. Samuel I. l.lniKiv nf St. Louis. Mo.,
n
of the Missouri
league. Subject: "The Cospel In
n.
Pivlc Ufe." Sunday school ut
J. I. Kmmons, superintendent.
in
Preaching at
fenlor league at 7 p. m. Subject:
'
pastor.
i p. m. by lioof Religion, Whose Sincerity
Mav Be Doubted." Strangers ordl.il-invited to attend each service of the
A

7ir,.

per cent per annum and ton per cent
of the amount lo be found due, as attorney's fees, provided by said note to
n
be paid, and to foreclose that
deed of lru:t. dated the 3rd day
of June, ttOB, MBcuted by William
Harper and l.nii llaiper, his wife, to
.1. F. Harcourt,
Trustee, recorded In
Vol. 1", p'asc lit?' of the records 01
Bernalillo county, upon lot 1" In
block No. fifteen MB) of the New
Mexico Town Coninanv addition to the
a JudKincut against William City of Albuquerque, New HeXtco, RivHarper for the sum of eight thousand en to secure thé payment id said note,
($s,(iiui) dollai-Hprincipal, together anil for u decree, orderiiiK the sale of

Miss Helen Rodey, accompanied by
her guest. Miss Hose Land, expect In
go lo the Upper Pecos Tuesday to b"
the guests of friends for a few days.

Anti-Saloo-

snsTHomsT

No.

with interest thereon. from the 3rd day
of January, lAOff a1 the rate of eSpM

e

H

iiighiwr

Trustee,

Not toe of suit.
To William Kwmt And Lou Harpef,
his wife, and J. F. llarcourt, Trustee, defendants:
You are hereby notified thai a suit
has been BMun in ti'.- diMricH ooun
of Hcrnalillo county, New Mexco, by
the Montezurna Trust Company and
Sydney Eugene Abel, executor, of the
l.c i will and test iment of the estate
of 1. J. Abel, deecised, again! you
as defendants, for the pufplxe of

I

PH.;sBS n:t:i N cm Itcu.
(Coiner Fifth street and Silver Ave.)
UKV. Hi'Ull A. COOPER. Pastor.
Services at II a. m. In the evening
p. m. the congregation will unite
at
with the congregation of the First
Methodist church, at which time the
Rev. S. I.. Lindsay, superintendent of
of Missouri
The
Sunday school at 9:45 a.
wall epeak.
a, Young People s meeting at 7 p. m.
Strangers welcome,

J13

m

for

i

MM

four-roo-

nve-hor-

i

Aterí io Worship Coday

Modern

FOR
house. T. E. Gargan, mi? X. Twelfth i,t
FOR SALE. Horse, buggy and har
tf
ness, cheap. 702 West Coal ave.
FOR SALE. A thoroughly reliable
Light spring
family driving horse.
Call 417
buggy. Also buggy pole.
jl2
South Walter street.
FOR SALE. Brand new Goodrich
sewing machine, latest improvements,
417 South
ox will trade for horse.
j8
Walter street.
FOR SALE Cow ponies. Thirty
head first class cow ponies, various
ages, mostly young, all sound, no snr$
backs nor locoed horses In bunch, and
all In prime condition. Price $30 per
head. Can be seen any day at short
niitfce. Will C. Rarnes, Las Vegas,
New Mexico.
gasoline
FOR SALE A
engine, all complete. J. F. Palmer,
it
501 N. First st.
FOR SALE $2,700 Will buy a nine-roobrick house, bath, cellar, electric lights, lot 71x100, In Highlands,
close In. Cement walk, shade. P. O.
Ilox 218.
FOR SALE Soda fountain. T.
Top ham.
FOR SALE New and second-han- d
bne'es at Alouuuerau Carriage Co.
FOR KF.NT.
RENT Storeroom, August l
Agrees by mall 41 ft S. Edith st.
if
"FOR RENT 3 to 5 room houses,
modern; also storerooms. Storeroom
12 room:: connected. W. II. McMll-lioreal estate broker, 211 W. Gold

silk lisle gloves at a reduction of

f

Kleventh.st.

X.

SALE

is offering a choice line of summer weight underwear and

ti

I

3

At a sacrifice, all my
thoroughbred White Rocks and Minorca chickens; also Homer pigeons. It.

i

Ill

ms

,

Gold ave.
FOR SAKE
S, F.Uvooil,

o

ss

KOI l SALK.

Albuquerque Will Be Pleased to Know That

WANTKD.

HF.I.1

Order of Washington desires to employ first-cladistrict managers.. Men who can, produce results can make gooii rrwie.v.
The Order pays' twelve different Way
and Is the best seller on the market.
Admits men and women on,oqual baPays weekly sick
sis.
benefits without carrying life Insurance. For particulars address The Order of Washington, 612 Marquam
:'
"
bldg., Portland, Oregon.
"MANAGER WANTED Every, section to select agents Tor "Oameosei-ence.- "
World's greatest new lawful
game for drinks Or cigars, takes place
forbidden slot machines; played with
nickels or quarters, one to seven persons can play at once, finish beautiful
like cash register; rented or sold on
easy payments, sample seni fre,.
Proposition will please you If we still
have opening In your section. Iliiited
Sporting Goods Mfg. Co., Dept. 147,
.,
Chicago, III.
WANTED Solicitor ror city work.
Address X. Y. Z.. Journal.
WANTED At once, first class waiter at Santa Fe restaurant, under Savoy
hotel.
tf
WANTED
Laborera, native and
white, and all trades supplied with
help on short notice. Also domestic
servants. Abraham's Employment Office, 120 W. Silver ave., at Elite restaurant. 'Phone 378.
WANTED Position by experienced
f?i'(
ry or hardware clerk; good references. Address F. G
Morning
'19
Journal office.
WANTED. Pupils for Inandolln
and guitar. Special rates during summer months. Inquire Keainaid 'and
Kimiemann's music store
jg
ATTORNEYS.
K. W. L. BRYAN
Attorney at Law.
Office in First Natioi.ai bank building; Albuquerque. N. M.
PliYSlOlANb.
DR. R. L. HUBT
Room
N. T. Arlmllo Bid.
Tuberculosis treated with High
Fre
quency Electrical Current
and Germicide. Treatments given from 8 8.. m. to
í, DL mvTríllnftd
ese In attendance.
Roth phones.
"
DR. J. It. WROTH
Physician and Surgeon.
Albuquerque, ti. M.
DR. J. E. BRONSON
Homeopathic.
Physician and Surgeon.
rtoom i . Whiting Block.
DR. W. G. SHADRACII
Practice Limited
Eve. Ear. Nosp Thnui
Oculist and Aurist for Santa Fe ooaat
unen,
6iiiA w. uaiiroad av.
Hours unite
9 to
a. m l.Sfl to C p. m.
DEMISTS. "
DR. J. E. KRAFT
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 and 16 Grant Block, over
the Golden Utile Dry Goods company.
AtjUmratle Phone 272; Colorado. 164.
E. J. A ,( ; ER, D. bV S,
Offlcea: Avlmllo block, opposite OoU
ÍSn,nUult- - Otllce hours. 8: SO a. m. to
p. m.: 1:20 to 5 p. m. Automatic telephone 462. Anoolntments,
by
made
mall.
DR. L. E. ERVIN
Dentist
Auto Phone 691,
Rooms 20 and 22, Whiting block, over
Learnard and Lindemann.
U A NTKD-Th-

FOli SAKE A nice driving pony.
Second-han- d
saddle and harness. W.
;9
II McMilllon, 211 W. Gold ove,
FOR SALE Chicken ranch and
registered Jersey cow; fresh. W. H.
McMilllon, real estate broker, 211 W.

.

r,

MALK

Loans are oulekly made and strictly
Time: One month to one
nrlvate.
year srlven. Goods to remain In your
Our rates are reasonable.
nosxesslon.
Call and see us before borrowing
Steamshln tickets to and from all
narts of the world.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN
i end 4. Grant Bids.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
OPEN EVENINGS.
805 West ItnKrottd Avenue.

...THE GLOBE STORE...

7.

IN A

LOANS.

On Furniture, pianos. Qrtrans. Horses.
Wagons and other Chattels: also on
as
salaries and warehouse receipts,
low as Í10.00 asid as hhrh as $200.00.

LADIES' UNDERWEAR
AND GLOVES
of

AIvTCRT1tKVrB PAYABLE

PERSONAL

IN

The Ladies

CLASSIFIED ADVERTKEMEM38
ALL OLASSlTOCn

'

Summer BacrgeJrvs

te

Blue-wate-

Sunday.

MORNING JOURNAL.

BRUNSWICK

two-stor-

y,

CUV.

K.rnnm ,rl,.l
bath.
electric lights, barn, corner lot, 6 Ox
neconu
street.
12; i.
$1,300
frame, new. barn,
shade trees, city water, high loca- 12 fillO
i

The Only First
Class Billiard

I'UII,

PARLOUS
ii

the City.3

35

j

,

$2,000

etc.;

R.

frame cottage.
Arno street.

bath,

$1,100
frame cottage, bath,
,,1.a1.U oriiib, - - - . .
ciune in.
A ' 114 o.kb
$6.500
double hmoapa i,Iam In In- come so per month; a good investment. Half cash, balance on time at

i per cent.
brick, milU- Balls. $3,300
uib ior rooming or boarding house
on H'ghlunds.
$2,800
frame, bath, electrte
lights, trees, ahrubbory. lot 76x142,
BUT EVERYTHING FIRST
Fourth ward.
GLASS AN1
$1,800
frame, near shops.
$2,260
frame cottage; modern
conveniences, trees and hrub- tie per me
Straight Pool
bery, corner lot, 60x142.
$3,300
Ifi Ball Pool . . .7 Viv per one
hrlck cottage; modern
well built; large cellar; good barn:
60c per hour
Billiards
trees and lawn; fine location. West
Tijeras road.
$2,700
frame dwelling with
M. GLS8ABOFF. Prop.
modern conveniences; well built B.
'
Arno at
,
Money to Loan on Good Rel VMmtm
BARHETT BL06.
t Low Rates of IntereW- -

N

cheap Tablee or Broken

1ÜÍ1MI

,

,

B

Clay.

July

,

THE ALBUQUERQUE

itO.

mm
He

select some of those choice

SAYS

rf'LL

IN OFFICE

There la merry war on down In So
corro between former District Attor
ney Elfego Baca, who recently re
signed by wire at the request of Governor HagermaA, and the board of
county commissioners of Socorro
county. The commissioners allege
Baca Is occupying rooms in the court
house to which he has no right, and
direct the sheriff to remove him. Baca
enounces that he will stay where he
is until ordered to vacate by thi
court, who left him In charge of the
rooms, and further says that he thinks
the order of the commissioners to ou.-.him waB caused by the fact that he
has Hied grave charges against Sheriff Leandro Baca.
This present difficulty is merely an
Incident in the trouble between the
two republican factions of the town of
Socorro, a trouble of long standing.
Following are the resolutions as passed by the commissioners and Mr.
Baca's reply:
Territory of New Mexico,
County of Socorro ss.
Be it resolved by the board of
county commissioners of
county, New Mexico, in regular Socorro
session
on the 5th day of July, A. D. 1906
at
the court house in said county, that:
Whereas, U appears that one, Elfego Baca, Is at present and has
been
for some time past occupying two
rooms In the court house of said county commonly known as the judge's
chambers and court stenographer's
rooms, that said ETfego Baca holds no
public office in said county; that he ir
paying no rent for use of said rooms'
that he is occupying the same without
any authority whatsoever; and that
said rooms are needed for county purt
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Don't Be Backward.
Do not hesitate to ask for a free
sample of Chamberlain's stomach an I
We are glad to give
Diver Talrtets.
them to anyone who Is troubled with
biliousness, constipation, or any disorder of the stomach. Many have oeen
permanently cured by their use. For
sale by all druggists.
Every Little lilt Helps
But the use of special ruled blanks
and books in your office work help a
"big bit." Never thought of It 7 Jut
try It. Give us your Ideas and we will
be pleased to draw, up the plans for
books and blanks and give estirante.
Co..
H. S. IJlligow
Journal Building.
. Bookbinders,
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CJOOD

ALTON'S

COCO ROOT BEER

DRUG STORE.

South Second Street
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First National Bank Building:
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fV&O TO SELSNl
of
ühe Future Paitroad Center
Located on the

JVetv

Mexico

f
of The Atchison TopeKa f3L Santa F Ttailtuay
The new City of Belen is 3! miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., is at the junction of the main lines of the Santa Fe system
from Chicago to San Francisco and Los Angeles, EI Paso Texas and Old Mexico
"Beten

Cut-o-

leading east and west

The Helen Uotvn and Improvement Company
(INCORPORATED)

Ah THE OWNERS OF THE BELEN TOWN8ITE, Consisting ot ONE THOUSAND BUSINESS AND RESIDENCIO '.,0TB, islse MaUl feet) fronting upon 10 and
streote and avenues, RIGHT In the business
eenter of the NEW CITT and directly upon the Santa Fe Railway Depot Grounds. The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway company Is now grading Ita extensive depot grounds and yard limita 100 feet wide and
a mile long, (capacity of seventy miles oí side track) to accomodate Ita NEW PASSENGER and FREIGHT depots, HARVEY EATING HOUSE, Round House, Coal Chutea, Water Tanks, Machine Shops, Eta
HI

70-to- et
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.THE CITy OF 3ELEJV,

m

Has a popuiatlen at 160, and several large Mercantile Housea, Th Belen Patent Roller Mills, capacity 160 barrels dally: winery, etc It to the largest shipping point for flour, wool, wheat, wine, beans, hay and fruit
In New Mexico. From Its location Upon the Great Trunk line, leading North, South, East and West, to all points In the United States and Old Mexico Its future growth aa a Commercial point cannot be
estimated.
All fast limited, mall, express and freight trains will pass through Belen to Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and the Pacific Coast. The water Is good and climate unsurpassed.
Belen has a 116,000 publlo scheol house,
tw churches, a commercial club, three hotels, restaurants, etc. It needs right now a bakery, tailoring establishment, shoemaker, plumber, planing mill, drug store, harness shop, etc. THE LOTS OFFERED
ARB
may remain on note and mortgage for ene year with Interest at sight per cent per annum.
LOW IN PRICES AND TERMS BAST. Ono third of purchase money cash;
Title perfect and Warranty deeds
given. COMB EARLY IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICE LOTS. For further particulars and prices ot lota call In person or write to
two-thir-

poses.
It is therefore resolved and ordered,

that the said Elfego Baca forthwith
vacate said rooms and deliver possession of the same to this board, or Us
representative; that the sheriff cf
said county forthwith serve a certified
copy of this resolution upon the sal
Elfego Baca.
And it is further resolved and ordered that if said rooms are not vacated and delive rv of same mndfl :,a
aforesaid within three days after ser- iv ui sucn copy upon the said Baca,
that the said sheriff proceed to enforce
this order by causing said rooms to
be vacated and possession of the same
taken by him on behalf of this board
and the county of Socorro.
Witness my hand and the seal of
said board this 6th day of July, 190H.
B. A. PINO,
Probate Clerk and Clerk of the Board
of County Commissioners of Socorro
County, N. M.
I, B. A. Pino, probate clerk and
recorder of Socorro county,
New Mexico, hereby certify that the
above is a true and correct copy of a
resolution passed by the county commissioners on the 5th day of July, A.
D. 1906, as shown by the proceedings
of said board.
B. A. PINO,
Clerk.
Socorro, N. M., July 6, 1906.
To the Board of County Commissioners of Socorro County.
Gentlemen: A copy of the resolution passed by your board on the 6th
day of July, 1906, in which you instruct the sheriff of this county 0
serve a copy of said resolutions on me,
the same in reference to the two
rooms now occupied by the Judge of
me mira juuiciai district, anil the district attorney for the counties composed of Socorro and Sierra. Said resolution goes to the effect of making
me the undersigned, vacate the office
within three days after the copy af
said resolutions have been served on
me. In answer thereto I will say that
I have received the copy of said resolutions; and I further will say that I
will declino to obey the order mads
by the commissioners, for the reason
that I am now occupying the said offices above mentioned, by order of the
Judge of this district, and also the district attorney of this district; both of
them have left me In charge of said
offices while they are absent, etc; and
Just as soon as they, or either one of
them, will notify me to vacate, I will
be more than willing to do so.
I
have no claim on the court house; I
do not claim even a single brick, and
I believe that your, resolution Is not
seiR, to me In good faith; and If any
resolutions you have to pass, and
serve upon some body, please serve
them on the person in possession of
the same, not to a second party.
repeat again, immediately after the
district attorney or Judge notifies me,
I will be more than willing to vacate.
I will further say that I am satisfied
that said resolution has been passed
for the reason that the chairman of
the board of county commissioners
knows that I have filed charges
against the sheriff of this county, and
of which charges he, the chairman of
said board, would be lust as guilty
as the sheriff Is, for misconduct as
member of .the board of county commissioners, and of which charge he
knows, he will bo connected with, of
maliciously disposing, Illegal in many
instances, of the county property and
money.
Now, In conclusion, I will say that
all my goods will remain In this office until I receive the order above
mentioned; but If you, the chairman
of the board of county commissioners,
and the sheriff of this county, who are
so bitter against me, why you may dispose of my property any way you Bee
At.
ELFEGO BACA.
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We are still quietly working on the Street Gar proposition to the Univemity.
others, but it will probably be September 1st before it is settled.
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Preparations

University. GASOLINE SMELT

for the opening of the

fall semester at the University are go.
ing forward rapidly and on August 20
it is expected that the mill of learning
will again begin to grind with a larger
and more enthusiastic roll of students

than ever before.
President W. G. Tltfht, who has jusi
returned from an eastern trip, reports
that several you fig men are coining,
from Ohio this year and he expects h
number of other students from the
east. It is believed the number of
students win eclipse that of any previous term opening and altogether the
prospects are most flattering. As stat-6- d
' At c'oihmortcriWetHast spring-- ,
the
faculty will be Increased by the addition of three new members:
Prof. P.
M. Richards, history; Prof. J. M. Gad-bPh.D. University of Wisconsin, engineering; Miss Lillian Huggett, assistant in German and Latin. Miss liug-geexpects to complete a summer
course at tho University of Chicago in

BAD AND DREW
NUMEROUS BUGS

i

R. L. Tannery, an employe at the
plant ot the Albuiueriue Pressed
Brick and Tile company, will have a
hearing before Judge Crawford
morning at 9:30 on the
charge of assaulting E. C. Allen, president and general manager of tho
company. The case was set for f
o'clock last night and was at that
time continued until Monday.
According to the story of Mr. Allen,
it was a miracle that he was not instantly killed. Witnesses say that Allen discharged a native, and that Tannery Interposed and entered Into an
argument with Mr. Allen which became (uite heated. It is said Tannery then grabbed a piece of two by
four scantling lying on the ground and
struck the manager a terrific blow on
the temple, felling him to the ground
senseless. Shortly after, Allen had
Tannery arrested.
Rafaa Baca was fined five dollars
yesterday morning for being obtrusively and indecently drunk.
All

LOSSOS

To Be 1'aid.

President W. P. Johnson, of the
American Lumber company, had H
narrow escapa from serious Injury
yesterday while driving out from his
home to the lumber mills. Mr. Johnson was accompanied by his driver.
Thomas Green. A bolt came out of
one of the shafts, allowing the latter
to fall under the feet of the horse,"
who took fright and bolted, running
about a block before he could be
stopped. Mr. Johnson anil the driver
were both thrown out, Mr. Johnson
receiving painful bruises and scratch
es about the face, but no serious hurts.
Green was unhurt.
The horse was
captured after the vehicle was rea few weeks.
to
literally
kindling
wood.
duced
The dining room this term, poinding
the completion of one of the new dinIVES HEVEKIDGE CREDIT.
ing rooms planned, will be in the forPresident Sends Pen Willi Wlllcll mer girls' cottage and will be under
the same supervision as last year.
Meat Bill Was BJgMd.
Prof. Douglas Johnson, of Harvard
President Roosevelt has sent the university,
un alumnus of the Univerfollowing letter to Senator Heverldge sity
of New Mexico, visited the univerof Indiana, dated last Saturday:
sity on the occasion 'of his recent visit
"My Dear Senator Heverldge:
Albuquerque and was much struck
"I send you herewith the pen which to
with the startling changes which have
I signed the agricultural
conhill,
taken place since bis graduation six
taining the meat Inspection clauses. years
ago.
Other alumni who have
You were the man who first called my been
absent for some lime upon comattention to the abuses In the packing ing back
have commented on the
houses.
You were the legislator who
of the school in material redrafteil the bill, which In Its substance growth
and in the attraufifveno.sK of
now appears In the amendment to the sources
campus is compared with tne baragricultural bill, and which will ena- the.
of six or eight years ago.
ble us to put a 'nmplete stop to the renIt waato
Is
that the two new dorwrong-doin- g
complained of. The pen mitoriesexpected
which are to he ready for the
Is worth nothing In itself, but I am
fall term will have th effect of bringglad to send It to you as the expres- ing
in additional students, as the lack
sion of my acknowledgment of your
of dormitory facilities on the campus
services. With all good wishes, be-- J heretofore
has been a serious drawlleve me
back.
"Faithfully yours.
The University road, while In mum
"THEODORE ROOSEVELT.
better condition than it has been in
sometime past, still needs a little atEUREKA WHITE LIME WILL tention, as the sand on portions of
Ntvr CRACK. POP OR BLISTER; that thoroughfare is ho deep that biINSIST ON YOUR
ARCHITECT cycling Is hopeless and walking
SPECIFYING IT. HAHN & CO.
tf
y.
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It was announced some time ago
that all insurance upon losses In the
recent San Francisco disaster will be
paid, and this assurance will do much
toward restoring confidence in tho future. If you have lost your goo I
health through neglect or oaMlesamsu
we would urge you to try a few doges
of Hnstotter'n Stomach Bitters.
It !s
acknowledged to be the best medicine
not only to rewtore your health but
to Insure It for all future time. A few
closes now and then will aid Natun
wonderfully In keeping all of the organs In proper working order. This
Is proven by its 53 years' record
f
cures of such ailments as poor appetite, belching, bloating, headache, dyspepsia,
Indigestion,
biliousness,
cramps, diarrhoea, female Ills or mayour
on
supply
vacation
laria. Take a
to counteract the 111 effects of strungs
eating and drinking.

.

ODORIFEROUS CASE HEARD BY

JUSTICE

GEORGE

CRAIG.

Claiming th.it his gasoline lights

attracted large uuploasuut bugs which

flew Into customers' eyes, nose and
ears; that they smelt bad to the sensitive nostrils of his patrons and that
the Intense heat generated by them
away,
actually
drove customers
Max Gussarqjt, proprietor of the billiard parlors on South Second street,
appeared as defendant yesterday in
the court of Justice Geofgo Craig In :i
suit brought by Harry R. Mltchner,
agent ,if a gasoline lighting system.
Mltchner sues on a note for $25, part
payment for the installation of a gas
ollne lighting plant which was to cost
$94.00.

Gusmroffi refuses to pay the money
on the plea that the lights were not
as represented by Mltchner. Ho claims
s
that the lights wore to cost only
of a cent an mmr on the basis
gasoline, and declares as a
of two-bmatter of fact the eight lights coat
him six bits a day. Gusaroff went
ven further.
He testified yesterday
that the lights didn't smell a bit nice,
that they made him hot that Is raised the temperature
of the billiard
room and that they lured Into tho
establishment large blundering, flapping bugs, which he did not plan to
have, and which he said were so unpleasant as to keep custom away. Mr.
(JusarolT says that to give tho hugs a
gentle hint, he tried to use electric
fans, but the fans seemed to fan the
smell to greater extremes; and when
tho fans stopped, the bugs returned in
such numbers as to almost drive one
bughouse.
J. J. McCaffray, Manuel
Jelllneck
and Robert Clarke deposed and said
that Gussuroff told the truth about
throe-fourth-

it

VEHGEH.

Secretary

the bugs and the heat and the smell.
Mr. Gusaaroff also said that whereas
it had been represented that the plant
Heeled pumping up only when the
tank was filled, his expcrlenco was
that it needed to be pumped up every
fifteen minutes, and sometimes often-er- ,
entailing great manual exertion,
and tho waste of kinetic energy which
could be used to greater advantage In
other channels.
W. J. Mearns, of the Manhattan sa
loon, took the stand after an Import
ant consultation among the attorneys
Hon. E. L. Medler and Judge W. C
r
Heacock of Old Albuquerque, the
appearing tor Mr. Mltchner. Mr
Mearns said that he had experienced
no trouble whatever with the gaso
line plant m his place, and that the
lights had been In every manner satisfactory. He said he had no trouble
with heat from the lamps or bugs, but
on
It developed
that Mr. Mearns' place was better
ventilated than that of Gusaroff, and
that It was screened In such a man
ner as to prevent tne ingress of any
ougs larger tnan undersized gnats.
W. E. Parkmán, plumber for Mr
Mltchner, testified (hat the Gusurnff
planl had been ;ut in In a '"workmanlike" manner, but It later developed that Mr. Parkman couldn't exactly define what a workmanlike manner was; this point being again made
the subject of an Important conference between the attorneys. The defense claimed that whereas Mltchner
said the ilant would cost only 7fc a
year for repairs, it cost Gussaroff
niuch moré than this during the first
week it was In operation.
GtlSsaroR told the court that he liad
100 In business as the result of
lost
the smell and the bugs and the heat,
but the court refused to admit this as
evidence. The matter was taken under advisement by Judge Craig.

governments gave them asylum. But
the Haymarket massacre taught the
people of the United States tho danger
of two free hospitality for fanatics
whose hands were raised against all
government, and the assassination if
President MeKlnley convinced them
that the problem of anarchism concerned them as much as anybody
else.
For years Scotland Yard Is understood to have had a tacit agreement
with the anarchists In London that
they would not bo molested If they
did not attack members of the roy.H
family or the government.
If any
such pact existed It was broken whe
the attempt was made to destroy tqe
young British princess who had Juxt
become tho bride of the king qf
Spain. Continental newspapers arts
criticising the British' government far
affording a refuge for continental anarchists to plot assassination, and the
criticism Is by no means undeserved.
If measures should be taken th
Great Britain and Switzerland for the
expulsion of "anarchists of the deed"
most of them would come to the United States, whore thero are already to
many. The Peterson colony is openly
rejoicing over tho Madrid crime In
which nearly a score of lives were destroyed. The release of Berk man
from tho Pittsburg workhouse has
been followed by unusual anarchistic
activity In Chicago, and from Portland comes reports of a big phit
against the president of the United
States.
The English speaking people are
reluctant (o interfere with political
liberty, but It becomes a serious question how far they are bound to est
erclse such restraint In dealing with
those whose avowed object Is to
all civilised society by tnic
and who regard good governments t
worse than had governments by the
The Problem of Anarchism.
very fao.t of their being good. If the
revolutionary anarchists
of Europe
From the New York World.
Andrew W. White's suggestion th.it and America choose to make them
nn
International menace they
the police departments of American selves
and BÚropean cities be empowered ny may be sure that society will find
means
of
protecting
Itself.
International law to work together In
dealing with anarchism, Is one that
FRESH C17T FIO
the great powers must sooner or later
IVES THE FIAR
consider.
As long as tho "anarchists of the
deed" were confining their operations
MINCIIEXER-HO- E
RAP BEER
to assaults against despotism liberal AT THE WHITE ELEPHANT.
U
1st-ta-
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THE GREAT CLEARANCE SALE
BEGINS ON TUESDAY, JULY 10
AH broken lines of Clothing, Shoes, Furnishings and
Hats at a price which will be of interest to economical buyers
DON'T FORGET THE DATE

DON'T FORGET THE PLACE
H9 WEST GOLD

AVENUE

E. L. WASHBURN CO.
1.

''v.,

122 S.

SECOND

STREET

pao arc
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to the value of three hundred million
francs and to give employment only
MERRY
to Russian laborers and mechanic'' THREE
during construction.
All that the syndicate aski In return la a ninety year franchise, ao the
Itussian government shall be able to
E
DRUMMERS
buy them out at the end of thirty
years.
The syndicate furthermore promises
to build a telephone line all the way
through Siberia, which la to be conBARONS
trolled by the Russian government
EIGHT
and to found a large Siberian bank f .
the purpose of advancing money to
olonists willing to take up land in the
districts through which the road wl'.l
run.
RECEPTION OF ARMOURS
In return for this the synejlcate asks May Arrange
Fair Pedes
to be
a strip of land 11! kilo
ANGERS GERMAN SOCIALISTS metersararited
wide oil each side of the roa
Aa the plan haa the endorsement of
trian Tournament
former Minister of Railroads. Prince
ChilkoW, the general Inspector of rail
Three Years Imprisonment for Drun- roads. Count
tiofoisakow, and former
Minister of Agriculture' Jermolow
ken Workman Who Abused
there Is little doubt that the czar will
CELEBRATED
approve of It, and he Is expected t.i HOW LAGUNA
Emperor William
affix his signature to the document
THE GLORIOUS FOURTH OF JULY
granting the franchise before leaving
fdf til"
with the- kaiser next
month.
(My Malcolm Clarke.)
Correspondence Morning Journal.
Renin. July 7 Undeterred by the
The- suMan of Turkey may not have
Laguna, X. M July 6. Two travrisk of being found Kuilty of Mas maj- money to pay his soldiers, but when 't
eling salesmen from Albuquerque and
esty, the Boclalistlc presa ha bien very
comes lo remunerating
a physician
harp in Ita oritirltm of the kaiser, bt who saves the life of his duughter, another knight of the grip from Das
Vegas, broke all pedestrian records
fUKr ne eluflntt the Week of the kli'1 he is limiting hut stingy.
for this district last week. They were
regatta, i.c. ivi'd cm board hla yacht
Recently the famous scientist and M. 11. Si bin, the "Crystal White" man,
Uo m.mbtrs of the family of Armoar physician.
Professor liergmah of th s K. Kcmpenich. with the Mcintosh
"11 HNU to uti," writes the social
city,
was called to Constantinople Hardware company, and Dick Dillon,
Wlc paper publlKhe.l at Munich,
third daughter of Abdul the "Prime Peddler" for Gross-Kel- ly
although the kaiser may be anxious to where the
please the great American nation, llarnid was suffering from appen- & Co.
dicitis.
The gentlemen started out to make
which more than anv ,,thii- - i.
In curing her. and bethe trip to Cubero armed with heavy
ctptble lo Maltbry, Mpfcclallj whenink.It fore'He hesucceeded
When they
left for hla home here, thu grips and sample cases.
mana tes fmm royalty, might have
personally handed him the. were about eight miles out from
oen falmntil with honoring Mr ami sultan
the wagon broke down and the
Mr. U)ngworth, ami that there was grand star of the Osmanleh order In
commercial men had to
absolutely no necessity of Inviting diamonds, a draft on the Deutsche helpless
trudge the long eight miles back to
for 90,000 murks and a documese member.' of a family, whose only bank
lugging
Daguna,
the sample cases,
ment conferring upon him the degree
elalm to distinction is the milllonB of
professor of the first rank of the which, It is said according to the testihey have acquired In selling rotten
medical academy and ilamlil-le- h mony of it heir owners weighed fully
and poisonous meat to their fallow Imperial
500 pounds apiece by the time they
hospital of Constantinople.
clttMna, and even lo American lotdlerl
reached the ancient pueblo. It Is
flghung for their country In the
the gentlemen propose to get
An eccentric Individual, giving his
Hrnh war "
up a long distance pedestrian tourua-- ,
Ho far no step has been taken by th" name- as Markoff, and claiming to be
Roman catholic priest residing at ment for 'the territorial fair in Albutithnrltirs lo punish the editora of aWllna,
has been arrested in Dresden querque.
this anil other socialistic papera, an
Rain Welcome.
mutilating
nude sculptures !n
though trial- f..r lean majesty hav for
At last the glorious rain has arrived
towns tlirneiuhont I IcatpftM nv
oten more num rnus (luring the last manv
everybody
is happy, Tuesday it
and
In Dresden alone, he mutilated statfew months than ever, so, th.it It is,
rained
of an Inch in
In fact the most risky thing to peak ues of Alexander the Great, Mercury forty-fiv- e
minutes, being a regular
(llRparaglngly. not only of the kalfter tif and the Dying Qaul In the famous cloudburst.
then we have had
any living Ccrinan monarch, or Ufen Albcrllnium on the liruehl terruce, ov-- e dally rains. Since
Everything looks fine,
Hooking the lOlbc,
of ihir aneceton for generation
On searching ills lodgings the police and com and wheat are growing nicebat k,
found them full of fragments broken ly. Fine grass is now assured for the
A nrw offense called "historical lew
stock.
tWHjeste" has been invented by the Im- from statuary,
Wool Season Over.
He explained that nude works of art
perial court 'if appeals at Lelpsla:,
The wool season is now about over,
he
him
shocked
received
that
and
had
which h is decided that "any attempt
while prices were not as high as
from heaven commanding and
IB 'legrarle or depreciate or bring Into a message
last year, everybody has clone well and
tingle-handruc
to
a
him
conduct
contempt the predecessor of tin
incly happy.
tad i against sculptures of this des- are correspond
sovereign" Is also amenable of th'' cription,
The s. Blbo Mercantile company of
law against Use majeste.
DiRiina and Grants have shipped
with about
Here Kressln. the editor of a social a An Investigation Is proceedingexte
twenty carloads this season, and
nt
of ascertaining the full
view
paper,
democratic
the same' is now being scoured at Althe "Latpslger
Voikszeitung," baa written a tenet of of the damage' done, and meanwhile buquerque' and will afterwords
be
Markoff will be indicted for damag- shipped to Brown - Adams, of Boston,
articles reflecting on the kings of
ing
public
making
property
and
for
hut without mentioning the proa- Mass., for stile.
enl aove reign. He was sentenced to himself a public nuisance.
The Glorious Fourth.
six months Impriaonment, ami when
The Fourth of July was celebrated
triel Chronic Horca,
he appealed the higher court confirme:)
In Laguna In great style this year. At
As n dressing for 1I chronic sores
the sentence, laying down the princidynamite salute was fired by
ihi're ii nothing so good as Chamber sunrise'
ple of "historic. il leae majeste."
Mr. G. H. Pradt and Col. it. ;. Mar-mosalve,
is
not
it
advisable
laln't
while
both C. A. R. veterans, and all
years' Imprisonment, the
.Three
heal old sores entirely, they should day CtOUld be beard the
popheaviest sentence for se majeste, in- to
good
be
kepi in
condition, for which ping of fireworks In continued
evening 1
flicted In (ermany for u long tlin v
the
Is
Pji
especially valuable.
grand display of flreworka was icq oft
has been awarded to a drunken work- sthis salve
ire nipple.; Chamberlain's Salve has from the top of Laguna Hill and from
man named Putachkeil at Lttengnlti
no
by
druggists.
all
sale
superior.
For
The language whlcli Putachkeil us.
the high elevation they could be seen
ten mile's away.
agilnai Kaiser Wllhelm was unprlnt-able- .
Afterwards an Impromptu dance
was held In the spaclOUa warehouse of
FINANCE AND COMMERCE
.
Some time ago it oauaed quite i
the Ribo Mercantile company. An nr.
Mir here When a historian proved that
diestra had been engaged to crime-frothe kaiser la related to the fa moot
Albuquerque to furnish music,
Wail Street.
French admiral, Cnllgny, bul now in
but through a mistake In arrangeNew York. July 7. Until it was
even greater isnastlon has been cau- ments failed to arrive. After a good
by the publication of the. weak
eel by the discovery of the
deal of hurrying, Mrs. Ous Weiss got
tamoOl bank return today's
slock market out her EMlson phonograph and to
scientist, prof, V, B. Kauerland, who
n large
latís that while searc hing the arelt-Ivr- s showe d the good effect of a turn in fa- music- of that instrument
of the Vatican, he found that the vor of the support of, the market crowd danced until I a. nil.
emperor is also a descendant of a for- which appeared yesterday after the
The government schools have closed
vacation and the
mer archbishop of Cologne,
varying Struggle of the previous por- for the summer
have all left for their home s.
teachers
Surprising though this is. It prob- tion of
the week, closing quotations,
Mrs. Peicher goes to Lawrence,
ably explains his ambition ami
a
Amalgamated Copper
99 á Kansas; Mrs. Babbltl! to California.
us an amateur preacher.
,1110V
Miss Kessel to California, Miss Dis- The data "ii which the profeeeov Sugar
An i. onda
sette to Santa Fc. Miss Cracraft lo
found his statement la this:
Count Atchison
Kansas, nnd Miss Dennis to Kansas.
Adolph II "f the- Mark and bis wife
do preferred
Mr. and Mrs. R, Q, M.irmon tire
Margare von Kleva left two sons, the
New
Jersey
Central
ti vlsil to the home of all the
older, count Bngelbcrt who Inherited
.in
Chesapeake
.
&
Ohio
5W children who have been uway to
the title and bee ime the head of the
. .
preferred
Paul,
si.
.17
school in California.
house, and the younge r Adolph. who
.
9Ü
Mrs. Charles Neustadt and daughter
became a clergyman, and ruse rapid. y Itlg Four
& Southern
38'
frnii
grade t another within th.' Colorado
do first preferred .
6H
'I'rgy, so oulckly In fact that he was
do second pre ferrei
. 48
only twenty-liv- e
years old. ,vhcn he Krle
40
was made archbishop of Mue nstcr, and
When he Was thirty years old he was Interurban
do
preferred
74
Sll archbishop of Cologne.
In Spite' of
Pacific114
this, he resigned a vear later, on lute MkMOUrl
New York Central
110
ft
If, IIS4, because he had fallen in Pennsylvania
''ve w ith tiii' olde st daught'-- of Count St. Louis gi Sin Francisco, sec- lit!
von Kteve, whom he married, Thlrtj
ond preferred
42
years later he ciee
ami
his son
Pat Iflc
H
AOOlph IV was made the duke of Southern
94
rilon Pacific
Kiive in
and descendants of him rnited States Stee
35
Inherited Jtjeneti and Berg, one of
do preferred
ini
(hem prince. . Marie Eleanor, married
92
Union
Western
Duke Albert Priederich
of Prussia,
Bonds
States
United
their dauvhter Anna married Prlw
Refunding I'a, registered
ío.i'i
John nn Slglsmuml of Uramlenlx ig
103 )4
do coupon
from whom the kaise r de scends in
102
Refunding 3's, registered
line.
i02y4
do coupon
102:
tiptoe st. Clair, whose book. "Tin olddo Pi,011registered
pon
102
Jungle " call! el ,e sensation in
Pa registered
II 1,
even before it was reviewed, New
coupon
do
121".,
has written a couple of article's In ,c
Money
all,
loans,
nominal,
ok
Weekly
paper. "Der Deutsche," In prime mercantile paper, ii
't DM
which he- makes revelations concern cent. .Silver. 14
log the conditions In the
righthouses of Chicago, whic h even sur
The Metals,
pass anything be h i writte n before,
Hew Ynr.k July 1. With London
The artirles are being carried In loeed as usu tl on Saturday the metai
agricultural papers all over the coun- markets were quiet and prac tically untry ami the determination of the Ger- changed. Lake copper Is hebl at
man people not to buy American meal lli.BO01t.OO; electrolytic, at 111, II
Is
greater
under any circumstances
casting, at 111.900 H.ltH-Leaami iitronger than ever,
wat quiet at l,7tM 19. SpelSeveral effort! of American packer, ter it $r,.!i.'. '.1 600.
61 'Ac.
Silver.
to dispose of meat sent to this counin dollars. 50c.
try, via Denmark, have been defeat ii
by government officials, who are kee p
Chicago Board of Trade.
Chicago, July 7.- Weather throughlug a sharp lookout, and scrupulously
examineall meat which reaches the out the United states today continued
favorable for the new wheat crop ami
frontier by land or sea.
Sel
marked Was weak, final
the Ima
According to a dispatch from S' "On the September delivery being
Petersburg, the American syndicate
down Bi. September wheat opened
to 7S T; sold down to 78 c
civil engineers, of which Lclcq ele Le- - at
la
bel
president, haa almost succeedeel and losed at 7 8 s f'i c. September
opened tl .".lee to T.I c. sold lee- In arranging with the Itussian
Jjy JIÉSujHf ill IV Jflp
'a ".' and .".1
Iween ,M
ernment for the construction of a tin
7c and
Septemlie-.'1
oar
at
nel under the Behring strait, connectopened at tlLc to 34 a W 'ic, sold
ing Siberia with Alaska.
This tunnel will be of immense' between 3l'c and 34'ii.!c and
.
commercial Importance, if one looks cln da est34
at the map of Asia and draws a line
Chicasen Uve Stuck.
from Irkutsk to Wlcrze hnlcketynik
Chicago. Julv 7. CattM receipt,
the capital on the eastern shore- of th"
1.000;
market, steady. Beeves. $4. On
Behring strait, and from the re' to
Nome, on the opposite side of th" i6.l.r; cows and heifers, $ 30 ii 5 ' 3 .
strait, one has the route of the sug- calves, t.vooctt
Sheep
receipts, J.OOO; market,
gested line.
From Nome there are
l,!lM.9t7 lambf,
even now four rallroaels, which will strong, Sheep,
connect with roads In the I'nlt I l.ft?.M.
States.
SI. IjDIIIh Wool
The American engineers state that
IjOuIb. July 7. Cattle
receipts,
St.
through
terriRussian
the railroad
100;
market, unchanged.
Native
tory can be built for twelve hunelr-steers,
14.001(1.10;
ateers.
southern
and fifty million francs, and they have 3.fi04í ii.00; anulheru cows.
:'(in',-3.laid before the csur detailed (dans for
TeO;
cows and helfera, 2.00iíí
a tunnel under the strait, which Is 5.35; native
and feeders, 11.714
sisty-oTi- e
kilometers wide and about 4.35: ttoOkorg
bulls. $2.404(4.60; calves. 12.50
fifty meters deop
The' tunnel la :
46.50; western fed steers, 13. 7S
consist of three sections each of twenty 5.50;
western fed cows. 12.500 4.25.
kilometers In length, and this made
Sheep receipts, none; market, nomipossible because of two small islands nally
steady.
which are situated in the strait.
The syndicate has promised to turn
over the tunnel to the Ruaalun government Without any remuneration. It
(tries not ask for any Interest on tin
capital which It intends to Inveat. an
Which aip'itiflts to ale. ni ten million
II Anrttinl I nor If antro r eft Avery
dollars a year, and will even bind Itfinal nn
self to order from Russian steel manufacturers, structural steel amounting 121 West Gold Avenue Albnatterqtte
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of di nits passed lite Fourth of July
in Daguna wilh her sister, Mrs. Ous
Weiss.
and
Mrs. L Weiss of California,
.Miss Lucile Block oí Bernalillo are
days
In
spending a few
Cubero aa
guests of Mrs. Kmll Ribo.
Mrs. Christ, of Nogales, Texas, is
Jones.
Tourists are pleny hete nowadays
and Col. Marnaon's stages are kept
busy making the trip to Aconta daily.
Nathan Bibo, son of Simon Ribo,
froe9 to Boston In a'few days where he
will enter the large wool house of
the wool
Brown & Adams to le.u-business from the bottom up.
Max Weiss, of San Francisco, Cal.,
la here on a visit to his brother, Ous
Weiss.
Bronco busting is all the rage now,
and Walter Marinen. John Pradt and
all the boys arc getting to be quite
They will enter the contests
cxpe-rtAlbuquerque fair.
this fall at the Moody
are home on a
The Misaes
visit to their parents.
The new superintendent of the Albuquerque Indian school, together
with Mr. Dixo" paid us a visit this
week, getting acquainted with everybody.

BASE BALL
NATIONAL- LEAGUE.
K- H. E.
At New York
I
Boston
4
3,
New York
and
Batteries Young, DlndamanBower-mao'Nc'-ilTaylor, Fergtwoa and
-

-

'

xT:'5

Sunday. July 8. IMC

THE GREAT IMPERIAL

ENCYCLOPAEDIA
DICTIONARY AND ATLAS
The Largest, Best, Latest and Cheapest Reference Work in America.
28,000 Pages
7,000 Illustrations
40 Volumes
convenient in size making it workable. ) It provides you the latest inIt includes all dictionary and enformationaccurate, fair, clear, concise.
It covers
cyclopaedia words their dirivation, pronunciation and defination.
i It is

every department of the world's knowledge, describing minutely every subject in history,
biography, geography, science, art, medicine, law, commerce, industry, chemistry,
botany, agriculture, engineering, language, mathematics, religions, music, drama, etc.
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K. H. E.
At Brooklyn
2
12 12
Philadelphia'
2
0 4
Brooklyn
Batteries Lusch and J. Donavan;
Btrteklett, ttaitoti and Bitter.
R. H. E.
At Pittsburg
0 4 1
Tittsburg
o
Chicago
Phelps;
Batteries Leltfield and
Brown and Klir.K,
RH. E.
At St. Louis
4
8
6
St. Louis
1
13 17
Cincinnati
Batteries Rgan, Druhot nnd Grady; Frazer, Chech and Livingston.
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
R. II. E.
At Ntw Yor- k-

40 Vols. Free
ON 6 DAYS

-

st.

8 13

L,ouh)

Batteries Powell and O'Connor;
Habn, Orth, Griffith, McGuire and
Kleinow.
R. IT. E.
At Philadelphia
8
2
0
Cleveland
8 12
Philadelphia
Bcmi3
Bertrhard
and
Batteries
Waddell and Schreck.
R. II. E.
At Boston
.12 12
Chicago
0 5
9
Boston
Batteries While and Hart; Harris
and ('.irrigan.
R. H. B
At Washington
5
3 10
Washington
1
9 13
Detroit
Batteries Kltseon and Wakelleld
Ktllahs, Kubank and Warner.
WESTERN LEAGUE.
R H. E.
At Pueblo
I 11
Denver
1
8 1
Pueblo
Batteries Morgan and
Vollendorf, Messltl and Schreiint.
11. H.
At Lincoln
3 12
0
Lincoln
(1
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1

Batteries
and Tow ne.

6

11

0

Eyler and Zinran; Miliei

At Sioux City
Sloua City

R. II. E
10 15

2

3
imana
Baterlet Corbelt and Hess; Dodge
Gonding.
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At Kansas City
f
Kansas City
Minneapolis . .
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New Vorlf

De.s Moines

,

We will send you (express prepaid) a set of THE NKW
IMPERIAL (40 vols.) in either the English Buckram or
leisure. If satisfied, send us $3.00 and $3.00 per month unHalf Morocco binding. .Examine them at
The examination costs you
til you have paid us in full. If not satisfactory, return them at our exionse.
nothing. Tills offer Is mude solely to Increase our introductory list of subscribers, and the prices quoted in
coupon (representing a discount of 50 per cent) are the actual cost of manufacture and transportation.

FOR 30 DAYS ONLY
your

A FEW EXPERT OPINIONS.
I find myself constantly consulting it. It deserves all the good
things that are being said about it. Henry Wade Itogcrs, Ií.Ij.D.,

Northwestern Dnlveralty, Evaaston, 111.
Its form and size are most convenient. Its range is very wide.
The statements, discussions and presentations are comprehensive,
accurate'. Henry i. We ston. President Croaer Theological Seminary.
I am particularly well pleased with the e'le'ar, concise manner in
which it tre'ats of Scientific and Philosophical subjects, giving full
presentation of t'OlMdit within a small compass In language that can
be comprehended by the ordinary reader, Henry P. Emerson,
Superintendent of Public Schools, liuffalo, New York.
I know of nei work of similar character which I would willingly
Oberlln
accept In its place. Jumes H. Eairchfld,
College.
My family as well as myself are much pleased; the size of the
volumes Is so much more convenient for handling than the large
(J. B. McElroy, Pli. I).,
anel heavy volumes of other cyclopaedias.
I). 1)., Adrian College. Mich.
comprehensive, accurate
In all respects answers my expectations
ami compact. Prof. Day, Yale University,

No. 14
HARRINGTON & CO.,
131 W. 31st St., New York City.
Please send me, free, for Inspection
a set of the Imperial Encyclopaedia,
Dictionary and Atlas.
If satisfactory, I will remit $3.00
after fi days' examination, and $3.00
per month until paid in full.
English Buckram, $:t0.00; (40 vols.)
Hall Morocco
$18.00; (40 vols.)
if not satisfactory, I will return the
your
expensa,
books at
as soon. as I
id ive shipping instructions from
you. Title to remain in you until all
payments are made.
l
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STORAGE.

GOING
AWAY THIS
PlanOS, Moves, furniture,

SUMMER?
etc., stored
safely. Ilutes reasonable.
The Security Warehouse nnd Improvement
Co. Offices, Grunt block. Both phones.

.

This Afternoon
July 8, at Traction Park, at 3 P.M

hi;

I

l

CORONADO TENT CITY

ell-r-

CORONADO

tier-rn.m-

I

delightful place to spend your summer vacation. Furnished tents and
palm cottages for rent at reasonable rates. You may do your own cooking
or you can get your meals at tlie restaurant. Boating, Bathing, Fishing, Music.
For information regarding rates for tents and cottages, railroad fares, etc.,
A

i

t

DO

-

gov-(co-

A. E. WALKER

ec

FIRE INSURANCE
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AGENT
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BEACH, CALIFORNIA
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Secretary Mutual Building Association
217 WKST HAILBOAD AVION CE.
Automatic 'Phono 731.

Patronize the Old Reliable
Ice

Company

The Crystal

we manufacture

Toti&Gradi

Dealers In
PROVISIONS. HAY.
GRAIN AND Ell EL.
i tul Wines. Llauors
In
Elne Line of

OKOCEBIKS.

ICE

and ('hears. Place Your Orders
For Tl. Is Lino Willi Us.

NORTH THIRD STREET
NOTHING BUT

BOTH PHONES

The Greatest Success Ever Seen STONE HOTEL
SPRINGS
in Albuquerque-"Dr- .

Carver
and the Diving Horses

W. E. MAUGER

WOOL

General Admission...,...50 cents
Children 25 cents

.11

Ml

.

HOT

Opea all the year around
Best of Accommodations

Is now

Otero's

llalli House
Connection.

Kan

!n

6he RIO GRANDE LUMBER COMPANY
:

Sash and Doors Flint n.nd Gla

s

fs

Contractors' Materials

THIRD

MRS. WN. ROGERS. Prop
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FRENCH and RUSSIAN UPHEAVALS PARALLELED
Longing for Freedom

Ruler. LOUIS XVI.

TtUSSIAN "REVOLUTION.
'Ruler, NICHOLAS II.

Canses, poverty of the people: high taxes: no
volee In the government: oppression by the nobility ami Church.
Third F.state. representing the lower classes,
organized under royal edict, but the rights were
curtailed.
Necker, Minister of Finance, looked upon to regenerate France, dismissed by the king.
Louis XVI. retires with royal family to Versailles, just outside of Paris.
Masses call on Louis XVI. to save them from
rapacity of the nobility, promising him safety.

Poverty of the worklngmcn: excessive taxation:
little voice In the government: oppression by the
Grand Dukes, bureaucracy and Holy Synod.
Domini, representing the peasants and woUring-mcii- .
demands more liberty.
Prince Mlrsky, former Minister of Interior, who
suggested many reforms, discredited. M. Wltte
resigns.
Nicholas II. retires with the rrcyul family to
Tsarkoe Selo and Peterhof, a few miles from St.
Petersburg.
People appeal to Ciar to redress their wrongs.

FTtEiCH DEVOLUTION.
--

Principal Cause of
the Present Discontent
War With Japan Destroyed Peasants'
Faith in Omnipotence of Empire.

The course of events in Russia continues to run parallel with those In In Kursk and Poltava Provinces mu- possesses. These data are taken from
tinies have begun. At Kursk an infan- official sources."
France during the period of the revolution. Just as In France, the ultimate try regiment made certain demands
Burden of People.
outcome hung on the position of the army and the loyalty or disloyalty of oh the refusal of which the soldiers
Some of the monetary burdens
and received with borne by the people of Krtissla are:
the troops to the king, the result In Russia, apparently, will depend on heat theirhis colonel
order to lay down their
ridicule
National debt, $3,00.000.000.
whether the army sides with the czar or with the douma.
arms. The artillery and even the
Annual Interest on debt, S0, 000. 000.
who formed a part of the same
Expended on Siberian and Mam hurFrom" the hour when collision between the Bourbon monarchy and the
garrison, disobeyed an order to attacK lan roads, $1,500,000,000.
.sutes General in France was seen to be inevitable, It was predicted that the. the mutineers.
Taxes unpaid by peasants (1900),
At Poltava on the day named an $60,000,000.
result of a struggle would depend entirely upon the attitude of the French
Lost by Industrial depression In
at the failure of
standing army. On July 12, 1879, two months after the States General Infantry regiment,
to keep their three years, $300,000,000.
authorities
Loss bv famines In five years prehad met, Swiss and German troops in the pay of the French sovereign were promises regarding service conditions
left their barracks armed with rift's ceding 1902. $roo,ooo,oon.
ordered to disperse a procession of the people in Paris.
Eight famines, five since 11)02, loss,
and held a meeting In a puolic squar-i- t
They fired on the crowd and, as it happened, a soldier of the Guardes
which delegates from another regi- $200.000,000.
Loss to toilers by 150 to 176 holiFrancalse was among the killed. Whereupon the entire body of the Guardes ment of Infantry and from an artil- days
each year, $100,000.000.
brigade
support
lery
pledged
their
lo
in Paris sprang Into revolt and the old municipality and eventually the old the mutineers. In other words, these
War loss, $1,000,000,000.
Expenses of holy synod annually.
.government was swept away, v
two Important provincial cities have
$18,500,000.
army
become
of
centras
Insurrection
was
Soon after occurred the successful assault on the Bastile, which
From these and other causes the
Still more alarming from the viewrevolutionary spirit has grown, partly
described at the time as not a revolt but a real revolution.
point of the czar and his reactionist unobserved,
In Russia for a decade or
Up to the present time the trend of events In Russia has been almost advisers Is the growing doubt as to more.
troops stationed in
even
the
whether
It has been a quiet, steady developprecisely similar. The first victory of. the people was scored In the convoca- the capital can he relied upon. On
along Industrial lines, whose
ment
douina,
of
gathering
representative
11,
ever
assembled June
several
the first real
that
tion of the
progress has been unnoted by the gentroopers
of
thirty
the
fleers and
eral public, as its national, rather
In the land of the czar. The struggle between the douma and the governhorse guards, together with some non- than financial, importance has not
ment Is now well under way, and to many it seems that there can be but one commissioned officers of the Preobra-jensk- y been
under but uncstlmated by the
guard regiment, were marched world.
outcome to this battle, that Is the triumph of the representatives of the people
to prison, and the sentinels have been
IjiimI Unprofitable.
and the downfall of despotism In Russia.
trebled around the fortress In Which
some
Until
nine or ten years ago
Whether the Russian masses will win their battle in a bloodless victory they are confined.
the Industries of Russia were confined
been
Vtf
regiments
shut
have
Both
or whether, as in France, liberty can only triumph at a terrible cost In human In their barracks, while the Novocher-kaskpractically to the cultivation of the
life and treasure remains to be seen.
regiment has been broken up soil, even this being carried on In a
places outside haphazard fashion. Agriculture was
Back of riotlngs. slaughter, race feuds and the poverty and misery of and apportioned Inamong
consequence of the
of the capital
the peasant population, the primary cause of the great political upheaval discovery of revolutionary literature li the only possible industry under the
political and national conditions which
In Russia, which seems likely to overthrow the empire and result In a new form Its quarters.
signs of far reaching then held. Each of the serfs, at t
of
view
such
In
republic,
and
longing
perhaps
lies
a
in the
for real freedom
of government,
of his emancipation, in 1861, re
disaffection in the army the Douma's
a voice in the government with which all mankind Is endowed.
demand for a redress of the soldiers' ceived from the government a strip of
Like the fight for Magna Charta in England and the titanic struggle grievances seems calculated to pro- land to serve as a means of support
voke a formidable Insurrection.
the land to be paid for In Instalments
which disrupted the French monarchy more than a century ago and ultiRace Hatred Factor.
These men, then lately set free, had
mately resulted In a republic, Russia's battle of the people springs from tho
One of the Important factors in the little Initiative toward the acquisition
unquenchanble love of liberty.
Russian struggle Is race hatred. Mos- of modern methods of agriculture, and
As the more Immediate cause of political chaos in the empire of tho czar, lem hatred of the Armenians Is bitter under the primitive attempts at cultivating the land did not yield enough
the war with Japan loomH large. It taught the Russian peasant that the This feeling is of long standing, and profit to pay the taxes imposed by the
have
The
Armenians
Is
absent.
never
government, and also support the farpower of the czar was not supreme, that the emperor's armies could be
been detected as parasites and exploit- mer and his family. At the same time
beaten, thaf the cruel burden of war rested on the peasants and that the ers
popuother
of Mohammedan and
this land was a burden of which the
struggle itself was made a medium for graft and stealing by that Inner circle lations In the Caucasus, and for sever- peasant could not be rid, In. order to.
have
authortlcs
Russian
al years the
becoming skilled In some trade. Bound
of the nobility and grand dukes known as the bureaucracy.
had much difficulty in restraining the to the soil, the peasant met the heavy
reprisbloody
and
cruel
Many
from
Respects
Similar to French Revolution.
Tartars
In
financial obligation imposed by the
emigrating to the oltlei
The herculean efforts of the masses in Russia to overthrow an ancient als.The Armenians understood the sit- government by
during the lengthy winter months
system, replete with all the horrors of despotism and tyranny, has been uation, and, aware of their danger when the farms were necessarily unThe Baku massa- productive, and there hiring out is :i
compared by some careful observers of events not only to the French revo- armed themselves. well
they could de- driver, servant, messenger, or at any
cres showed how
In
present
people
struggle
economic
to
between
America
the
the
lution, but
fend themselves. This was evidenced unskilled employment which he could
Tartars gain.
and the corporate interests which have become so powerful a factor In the again by the large number of Tartars,
killed in the riotlngs. The
At this time Russia was completely
national life.
exterminon
however, seem to be bent
lacking In skilled workmen.
killing
them
by
say
Expressed In different terms,
these observers, but nevertheless similar ating the Armenians
The year 1895 witnessed the begin
villages, homes nlng
of a new industrial era. At this
is the effort of the Russian people to obtain real freedom and the fight waged and destroying their
and churches.
time In Russia there were some small
by the masses in this country to make the will of the people and not that
upper
nanu
tne
The Armenians have
faetnrles for weaving cloth in the
lorure cities:
in commerce and industry in tne i
also scattered efforts
of the corporate Interests supreme.
Tarthe
galls
superiority
of Iron. On the
This
manufacture
at
the
oí
to
struggle
hlngs
in Russia seems
on the actions tars, and increases their hatred.
the
The outcome
were unimportant Industrial citcoast
,und temper of the army. The douma has Iready done what the States
The government continues to be ies, whose trade was carried on maincriticised there for Its inca- ly under the leadership of German
General In France did not attempt to do during the first two months of Its severelylndeallng
with the situation and English firms. Neither the capipacity
existence. It hf'i not only protested against the reign of martial law and the The absence of intelligent and ener tal nor the skilled mechanics of these
enterprises were Russian, and this
summary executions of arreBted persons, but It has interpellated the govern- getic administrators In tho Cuucasiif
for many served as an excuso for the refusal
Is said to be responsible
ment concerning the grievances of soldiers who have mutinied and are still outbreaks.
of these foreign Interests to move Inland when pressed to do so by the
unsubdued.
A well known writer says:
Russian government.
Russian
Is
the
simple
truth
Such defiant championship apparently can hardly fall to enlist tho
"The
Tlie foreign captains of Industry reIs,
under
him,
of
fused to move too far from the base
sympathies of the rank and file on the side of the popular assembly, and peasant, 100,000,000
to
starving
present conditions, slowly
of supplies, tru.e to tho tactics of all
it remains to be spon whether the government will dare to discipline that
His average earnings in the warfare. An Inland factory might be
death.
body.
For the last week news concerning the temper of the rank and file central provinces arc seventeen co- closed down for weeks for lack of a
some temOn June 11 pecks (eight to nine cents) a day skilled machinist to patch
In many Russian regiments has been of an ominous character.
of oththe
boilers
of
breakage
porary
busthe
a telegram from Odessa, where have been landed 152,000 troops that had throughout the year; during
The Interior of
mischance.
er
similar
avan
to
rise
time they
iest harvest
Russia comtlnued as a vast farming
taken part In the far eastern war, including many who had been prisoners in erage
to thirty-si- x
of twenty-seve- n
community, the farming being carried
a
cents)
to
sixteen
(thirteen
Japan, said that the strictest precautions had to be taken to prevent them
on not as a means of gain and adduring the whole winter he and vancement, but merely to wring from
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The persons employed In these establishments work for regular hours
and have fixed salaries Just as If they
'vere engaged In some mercantile
Many faro dealers go to
pursuit.
church regularly with their families,
upon the principle that It Is respectable, If It Is nothing else.
The bustier stands upon an entirely
different footing. lie has no established place of business, and prides
himself upon his ability to disappear
utterly after he has made a haul.
No regular customers come to him.
He has to hunt for his prey; and
having run It down he proceeds to
pluck it with the greatest rapidity
consistent with keeping It alive until
the operation Is finished.
He is about on a par with a confidence man and a little above a highwayman, because he never uses violence In despoiling his victim, but
tries to amuse him white he Is robbing him. He Is called a hustler because he must go out on the street
und hustle for a living. It never
comes to him, as It does to the class
of gamblers who are connnected with
the banking games. As a rule, a hustler is a thief who Is afraid to steal.
If the keeper of any gambling house
employs steerers to bring customers
to his place It may be set down as a
certainty that the game Is crooked.
it tne nustier does not employ me
services of a "front stall' to pick up
the acquaintances which are to be
fleeced later on he must pick them up
himself.
He is then as low down as a business man who sweeps out his own office and runs his own errands. The
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The exports of the country did not
keep pace with Its productiveness, the
former averaging $28.000,000 yearly:
while the latter aggregated
The appalling poverty of
125.000,000 out of the 130.000.000 of
Russians prevented their purchasing
The great
the native manufactures.
Industries were either directly controlled by the government or were
fed by Its patronage.
Industrial Crisis.
The first serious industrial crisis
came In 1899, when many large failures took place owing to a scarcity of
capital coming from outside sources.
At this time there wore 146 foreign
corporations in Russian, the capital
coming from France, Belgium, Germany and England: A greater financial crisis followed hard upon the first
In 1900. Political complications connected with the Boxer troubles In
the
China, combined to embarrass
ministry of finance, and, owing to the
paternalism of the Rusian Industrial
system, the private banks of the empire became involved in the difficulties
of the government.
The artificial Inflation of Russian
industrial values fell like a pricked
balloon. A terrible financial panic en
sued. In 1901 the loss to Belgium Investors alone approximated to
Twelve million dollars were
lost by the ministry of finance by tho
stoppage of building operations for
Which the government had no further
to the amount of
use. Interests
were
$1,000,000.000 (approximately)
were closed,
closed out. Factories
to
worked,
be
ceased
blast furmines
naces shut down. Men were thrown
out of work by the thousands, and tho
distress multiplied from day to day.
The efforts of the government to retrieve this situation were, in the main,
unavailing. Millions of dollars have
been lost, and, the country's industrial
advancement set back- at least fifteen
years. The present political situation
In Russia is partly Ihe nutcoine of
these Russian versions of "frenzied
$1.800,-ooo.oo-

0.

linn tire.

is not so
situation
between the emperor
and his subjects as the first manifestation of the spirit of the new Russia.
Grout Figures of Crisis.
Great figures that stand out in the
present crisis are the premier,
General Trepoft". famous reactionary leader; the president of tho
douma, and of the emperor himself.
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History shows that the great political upheavel In France more than one
hundred years ago was the result of conditions similar In many respecta to
those now prevailing In Russia.
Like Russia. France supported a great body of nobility and n priesthood,
tuxes paid by the masses were high, wages were exceedingly low, nnd the
common people had practically no voice In the government.
There were 23.000 monks In France, 60,000 curates and vicars, 37,000
nuns, 2,500 monasteries, 1.500 convents and 60,000 churches and chapels.
In all there were 130,000 persons in the religious establishments of France.
Like the great religious dead weight now borne by the Russian people, this
vast body contributed nothing toward Ihe welfare nnd prosperity of France.
There were also 140,000 nobles In France, while the noble families numbered 30,000. On each square league of territory and for each 1,000 inhabitants there Were one Bottle and one noble family. Almost precisely similar
conditions now prevail in Russia, where the great mass of landed proprieors
hangs like a dead weight on the country.
Burdens of People Many nnd Oppressive.
As showing the condition! Ottt Of which grew the French revolution and
Illustrating the poverty Of the peasant class in France, it Is suid that thd
Abbey Of St. Germain 'les Ties alone owned abOUt 900,000 acres. One-fift- h
h
to the nobility
of nil the lands of France belonged to the clergy,
to the Communes and the king.
and
Making up the Third Batata were 26.000,000 of people whose only Importance lay In the fact that they supported the nobility and the king and
furnished the clergy with material.
Just as In Russia today, the vast bulk of Valuable land Is entirely In thu
hands of the noble and aristocratic classes, so In Frame three-fifth- s
of Ilia
real estate of the kingdom was held by privileged orders, and, furthermore,
were by far the richest and most valuable of all.
these three-fiftThe masses of the people were treated not like human beings, but IlkO
animals by the wealthy nobility. The court of Louis XVI. was one of tha
most luxurious and extravagant that the world has ever seen. The burden
of this court was borne by the people from whom, In taxes and tithes, weru
wrung vast sums of money to pay for the gaiety and pleasure at court of the
nobles.
Corruption and Graft on it Scale Never Equaled.
Corruption and graft were prevalent throughout France, ravoritos of the
queen and privileged officials taking enormous sums from the funds which
should have gone to alleviate the sufferings of the poor. As in Russia, thu
deadweight of the nobility, tin- priesthood, the sovereign and his court constituted a burden which at length drove the people to frenzy and brought
about thf terrible political upheaval which swept before i almost every
institution that then existed in France, and resulted in a new government
and a new nation.
It was such a condition as this which resulted In llrsl the parliinentary
battle in Frailee and then In the reign of terror and rule of Violence Which
brought forth eventually a new government or and by the people.
The Ignorance of the French peasant class was almost unequalled, but
travelers who have studied the conditions of the masses in Itussla believe
that the ignorance of tho Russian peasant of today is fully us great. Immorality, wastefulness, extravagance nnd tyranny of the noble class In France
has perhaps never been paralleled except by the Russian aristocracy. Th
element of Immorality and the fact that the Institutions of the family and
the home had lost their Inviolability were among the most Important causes
of the downfall of the ancient Institutions and political structure In France.
Beginning with futile appeals to the sovereign for aid and for tho
amelioration of their condition, the people of France quickly progressed to
open defiance of king and government. The army, like that of Ihe czar,
early showed unmistakable signs of siding with the people, nnd In the end
the old Institutions of France were swept away and Louis XVI. and Muri
Antoinette, his quoon, gave their lives.
Power of Napoleon Eventually Gained Control.
Napoleon, swept in on the tide of revolt and posing as the champion of
the people, eventually attained supreme power In France, nnd by his superla
tlve military genius made himself not only ruler of the (Trench but teamed
for a time to be destined to extend his sway throughout Kurope.
Will the destiny of France be that or Itussla and will the ultimate result
In the laud of the Czar be the Complete Overthrow ol the government
and thn
establishment of a republic such as that which followed the downfall of tint
undent Institutions In France?
Time alone will show whether the course of events In Itussla win contlinm
to run parallel to those which occurred a century ago In France. Thus
far
the similarity between conditions seems to have been proved beyond a doubt
and there are many careful observers of events who believe that the final
result will also be similar.
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Honest Men Sometimes Beat the Professionals

Ocean Gamblers and How They Get the Travelers' Coin
utation of the place and the assurance
that It will not be pulled.

Masses of People Treated Like Animals

edge of economics and of Russian conditions made him the man nei ded for
such a gigantic undertaking.
Wltte
raised enormous sums of money In
foreign countries.
The railroads
throughout the colossi il Russian empire were enlarged and new ones were
built, this work necessitating the production of supplies, which necessity,
in turn, caused the founding of tacto-rie- s
everywhere. The Iron Industry,
one of the few native to the country,
The
received additional impetus.
mineral interests of Russia, rich in
coal and ores, begun to be adequately worked.
In five years, from 894 to 1890, the
Russian government chartered almost
one thousand stock companies, with a
capital estimated at over $1,400,000,-00Industrial production Increased
by 50 per cent. The steady advancement of values went on until 1897 it
amounted to some $1,S16.000.000. The
new born Industry of the nation was
largely dependent on these government railroads. In time market prices were depressed through a new pel-lethe government contract being
reduced in the prices paid for building
supplies. The factories, which had
grown up in a night at Minister Wit-t- e
s bidding to supply these materials,
In
ceased to he paying Ventures.
buying supplies the government gave
mand
preference to
native
ufactures, rather than buying more
cheaply in England and Germany,
thus adding to the financial confusion
of values which was steadily Increas-

s.

(Washington Star.)
If the present movement against
ocean gamblers continues the species
will soon be as oxtlnct as that which
used to Infest the waters of the Ohio
It will then be
and the Mississippi.
in order for the next generation of
story tellers to let their fancies roam
over the possibilities of the past and
about high
to write anachronisms
play on the high seas, Just as it is
now the fashion to spin yarns about
betting negroes In Jackpots before the
war.
And who are these ocean gamblers?
Are they a new thing or an offshoot
of something old, or are they some
has simply
well known kind that
Mhlfted Its field of operations?
There are three distinct species of
samblers known to the fraternity:
The banker, the bookmaker and the
The first two are men of
hustler.
capital, or have backers, or else they
work for some one who Is In that
fortunate position. They are always
to be found at established places of
business and pretend to depend for a
livelihood on a percentage of advan
tage In their favor In certain games
of chance Which reopilres apparatus
or race trucks.
To this class belong the keepers of
gambling houses and their assistants,
faro deslere, keno rollers, roulette
spinners and croupiers. Although
their methods are not always strictly
fair, however loudly they may protest
that they are, they do not stand In any
fear of being shot or stabbed while
following their vocation. There Is a
certain element of respectability about
them, known as police protection, and
their victims corns U them willingly,
being attracted by the established rep

Conditions in France
Century Ago Similar to
Those in Russia Today

fruit denlers by means of a game
gambler who works with a 'front
hookey, which is a great
stall" or who has a silent partner ta-to called blind
favorite on ocean steamers.
do the actual winning at the card
The Spaniards complained, nnd a
ble Is In a slightly higher class than
parliament who was on
the man who works alone, and he Is memberwasofasked
to act In his capacity
board
less liable to be shot.
a as a magistrate, and" a Jury was
Some hustlers prefer to have
from the passenger list to
woman for an assistant, In which case
but try the Egyptian, as he wa call d,
she Is almost Invariably a blonde,upon
with all the formalities of an EngHdi
the more expert prefer to rely
A Chicago lav yer S is
their own ability to pick up suckeia court of law.
defend him, and when he
and are satisfied to secure comparativea appointedto toappear
is
a sprgean:-at-erefused
safety from detection by having
after him nnd brought Inn
silent partner in the game. This was was sent smoking
room by f rcc
Doc Owen's schema and Is the favorito into the
The Bgyptlap's defense shews low
with all ocean going gamblers because
admit d
it is easier to lie out of It in case of most of his class work. He
banker, .ml
been
the
had
he
that
trouble.
a let of
If the lone gambler Is caught cheat that the Spaniards had lost vas
amo
that he
ing and Is not shot or thrashed on the money, but Insisted another
man '.nd
spot, he at least has the money on his the richer, because
won It i I
nersrtn and can often be forced to give been very lucky nd hadgame.
hH
the same
One of these gentry made a from him Incourse,
it up.
the silent parte- trln on the Phil Allen, which ran te mnn was, of
presmt, heol- tween Memphis and Friar's Point and, although he was
oorense oiu
mnr than thirty years ago. nnd his fered no evidencewasin obliged
to
who
victims tied him to the walking beam benefactor, court
French neter. te'.pe
of the engine with a view to making over to the
which he h o Id
him disgorge $800 that he had taken value of IS, 000 francs
his stateroom nnd was told to bit i
from them during the evening.
the boat at Queenstown.
In this position he had to trot backThe time and patience dtspls reby
ward and forward on all fours, like n
- My
dog, for two hours. When the boat some hustlers In tracking the
hett,.
af
one
when
and
Is
marvelous,
said
captain
Memphis
the
approached
jlps
they would have to turn him loose. the big hauls made on ocean
rehe by a gang of sharpers It must
As he went down the gangplank
money they slit
straightened himself up as well as he membered that theperhaps
of
weeks of
could and offered to let rhm tie him Is the reward waiting.
up again for the return trip for an- watching and
ago
Dor OM got
About four yenrs
other $800.
8ven when the hustler has taken Ms eye on a likely victim It. a not el
the nreeoutlon of using a silent part In Peels, but he could nelthe at se
ner, he may not get, off scot free. In qunlnted with him without etl:;n
on board the Etrurl i suspicion nor find a good ou.'cejl n
181 a
Two weeks lalej- p fol
Was accused of robbing two Spanish troductlon.
I

n

h-- .i

-

lowed him to London, where he made
advances to a business mnn whom he
bad met before with a view to making
up a gime which would have the appearance of u friendly after-dinnaffair.
The srhome fell through, and nfler
another week or two he followed the
foreigner on board a steamer. During
the voyage he munnged to repay himself handsomely for his five weeks'
work.
Poker Is, of course, the favorite
game with these ocean sharps, because
they can begin with small stakes, lose
largely to allay suspicion and buv
drln'ns libera lly to get the reputation
This saves
of lielng good fellows.
thei;i from any danger of being left
out of the game when it gets warmed
er

up i. bit.
Most persons labor under the

pression

Im-

that when a professional

Into n game he wins every pot
h" roes Into and holds a straight
Iludí every time he deals; but such Is
f
from being the rase. It la quite
eti igh If be can bring off three or
foil' good coups In the course of an
eve ting's play, nnd he never wins the
money when he deals the cards.
I Is silent partner Is the man who
hoe the big hand, the dealer Just stay-in- s
In long enough
to make the
daces worth while by raising a few
f.'tries. The losses are so distributed
thst the lightning shall not strike in
the same place too often but Is sure
to hit some one who Is well able to

get

pa t.

X has lately come Into fashion to
pi iy bridge Instead of poker. Some
Hh iwlly dressed blonde, who
should
rwt deceive iy man of the world for
two minutes, picks out the easy

.
marks, finds out whether they have below the seven iir
any cash with them or not and then
one man takes the bank and n,
Introduces her friends to the desirable players cut the card Intn
ones.
packets.
Most people cut cards bv
After dinner the rubber at bridge Is the sides anrl tliev
inn,
a.
suggested and the handsome blonde The confederates cut by tho ends, und
Is the big winner.
She never makes iney get nign cards.
a call that does not find her partner's
ir one of them Is the banker so
hand and never cuts a card that does much the better, us he wins from all
not make one of her friends her part- but his silent imrlner. rlm
irn...the
ner for the next rubber.
to get wbnl tho bunker wins from
After she has held a hundred aces uniein.
in a game of Dutch hunk
four times In three rubbers the vic- on the Lucnnla u few years ago 18,000
tim usually concludes there Is some changed hands In less than twenty
theory about the game which he does minutes Just before the smoking room
not quite understand, and hf settles closed on the last night before reachuii and leaves the table as politely as ing gueenstown.
his feelings will ndmlt, the blonde beAnd how do these hustlers manage
ing "awfully sorry" nbout his bud to cheat their victims without
belnu
luck. The New York Hun printed a cuught? Thut is nnother story.
story nbout n member of the Rncket
Some card players think they are
club who fell Into one of these little very sharp and know a false shuffle
traps on the Kronprlnr. In November, or u passed card cut when they serf
1902.
It; but the moment a gambler feels
But the big money Is not usually that his victim suspects one thing be
made on either poker or bridge. These tries something else. It Is a cardinal
are simply preliminaries to games of principle with him thnt If the sucker
chance In which large sums can be won t stand one thing he will stand
won or lost In a few minutes.
another, because no one but a profesDutch bnnk Is a great favorite be sional enn possibly know all the trlrka
cause of lis quick nctlon. After the of the trade.
poker game has been settled up. which
He may suspect something wrong
it always is In time to allow for what and leave the game; but when he does
Is to follow, some one remnrks that so ho leaves his cash behind,
and alhe hns won two or three dollars and though he may be missed for a mowill go double or quits with nny on" ment the hustler can always console
else ror just n round of blind hookei himself
with his favorito axiom:
New rsrds are rolled for, which are "There Is a sucker born every minopened with grent ostentation as being ute."
quite fresh, no one at tho table hnv
It Is a curious fact that professional
Ing ever seen such a pattern back gamblers nre usually very poor csr-- t
before. The truth Is that hese card" plnyers. This Is because they have
have been rnrefully prepared, all leaned so long on their advantage
those higher than' Ihe seven being pi.. v log that they get careless about
longer than the others, while all those the finer points of the game.
nuri-nu..-
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Editor of the Morning Journal.
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fluence on strangers. A
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DUNBAR & CO
. H
beat acquainted with the doctrines
e latter idea contatna an excellent hint to thr and disciplines of it. They elected the Corner Gold AWin-jWi- id
business in that slate,
Third
There t ill never be a bettor time than th present pope after a most Impartial
legislatures of oilier
They
.uid prolonged consideration.
ji! e lent for a general reform in thf (lie Insurance business.
have witnessed, in a most intimate
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the Prettiest,
Everybody want the Prettiest Gocart,
Everybody can get It at Emmons.

REAL ESTATE

la

I sell the Celebrated Wake- field line. Price,

9.75.

See window display.

weak-minde-

5-

6-

Lap-pon-

--

I

NEW AND
HOVSF FURNISHERS.
.SECONDHAND.
WE BUY HOUSEHOLD GOODS. 214 W. GOLD AVE.
G. NIRISEN. MANAGER.

L. B.
for

tfiDl

post-offic-

Blue
Front

TheWiJamsDrugeo
FOR SALE
ranch near Kennedy, small
adobe house, good cellar. 10 aerea
fenced, some fruit trees on place;
plenty of good range and water for
stock. This place is easily worth
Any reasonable offer will be
J800.
considered.
Nice residence lots from $50 up; very
liberal terms.
160-ac-

West Railroad Ave.

re

FOR RENT
frame, close in, plenty of
shade, nice location; $20 per month,
including water.
Five-roodwelling, modern, cl03o In,
nice location.
Money to loan in sums to suit at 8 per
oent on approved security.

All kinds o! mill work a
specialty. The right place
for good work a,t low price

A.

J.

LOVE,

Auto phone

Prop.

403 S.

4fi3

m

First St.

W. P. MÉTCALF

W00TT0N & MYER

T".

way. how

endorsing every word of the following
THK Journal takes
paragraph from t he Topea Capital, Which is one of the stuiarest and ablest
republican papers in the w eat. An n hangs had said, "The republican con- press Just KfljOUmed has m ade the b st record of any congress in fifty years."
True eaotigh. Hut its record Is not on
upon which the capital rf marked
party Issue matters, but n subject Ml which parlies have not divided. Olve
the democrats, partícula :v the Ball rjra ami Tlllm ins ami Itaynors, credit for
broad-minden
patriot c rervb e. Il was nol the party steering
through
i
the gt fat measures that made this session hls- ut
bal
ommltteaa
edit to the whole congress.
torto. President Roosevelt himself gave the
longs.'
when; it fairly
pi eaaure in

d,

i

i

1

After the 'Battle

-

like an eiigag inenl between IWO armies on the flel'J
of the killed and wounded.
ways followed by
Tineh,, igo Tribune has made it a rule for a number of years past
peclaj i iii respondcnts in all parts of the country,
to gather through It
rompiste lists of ihe camialtl s, Vhlch It pnbllshei next morning. This year's
report shows an Impiovcinen on that of last year, hut it is still bad enough
3s killed and 2,266 wnuntled -- as great a list of casualties as followed a flrsi-- i
ias battle in the revolution v aar. And the number that have been killed
ebratlng the signing of the Declaration of imie- d. In
ad wound d. til
u hole num et lulled and wounded In the war of the
pendence e:
l hat
Utabi to l he American people?
revolution.
UK 4th of July

batí

le

i

is

il

I

i

I'n ad Slates, England, France, CJcrmany
.it km t work In the coming Hague eonference
K'l
It ml all the rest of
The
Hon against inart hisis of all nationalities.
In favor of C0UURI
against
enemies
In
these
crusade
be
this
ns
to
is ardent
United States has n
country .in lie. Anarchism has left its bloody Imprint
of society as any tit
tin the histotv of the Unl d Slates. Presidents and governors of states aro
tatks eonally w ith 'kings, kaisers and czars.
marks for murderous anarch!
Si 'A IN is

Arena

Gold

-

123 South Third Street

WE HAVE FOR SALE

;

Baldridge's is the Place ;

I

tif

Ml

Notary Public, Insurance, Bonds, Money to Loan.

Dealers in Real Estate

m

M

,.

Six-roo- m

'

jm

Avenue

117 West Railroad

Both Telephone.

Albuquerque
Planing Mill

i

-

For prompt service, courteous treat
ment and careful dispensing go to
The Busy Little Drug Store,
at 117 West Railroad Ave.

DRUGGIST

20"

e,

Six-roo-

'Auto. Phone 474 CqIo. Phone 177.
Corner Coal Avenue and Second Street
West End of Viaduct

THE
PRESCRIPTION

-

bull-KUt-

Wafons

B. RÜPPE

,

.

Mitchell

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Six-roo- m

weak-minde-

Th9 Furniture Man.

Putney ühe

Grocer
Wholesale
FEED, FLOUR AND GRAIN

Í!

!

--

D. EMMONS

Katabltahel 1S7I

broad-minde-

Multum in TarOo

J.

aboi

irg. th

I

he

thJ

is

pontiff especially adapted to the pre-- ',
onl condition of Ihe social and religious world. This has become undoubtedly apparent from the various
encyclicals, or apostolical letters of
l'ope Pius which have found a large
In
this country, being
circulation
printed, cither in pari, or as a whole,
throughout the
by various papers
United Siales anil Canada. That these
eminent churchmen should disagree In
any essentials with such an able man
as l'ius X is absurd on the face of lf.
That a few of the cardinals may prefer Ihe retention of certain established customs of the Vatican may be
true, hut that is an entlrtdy unimportant matter, not deserving of any
prominence, and much less noticeable as a worthy matter of contention
between the pope and the sacred colIf we really want reliable relege.
ports of such proceeding of the Vatican as by their nature are deemed ,i
matter of news, then the time will be
welcomed when the papers on this
side of the Atlantic see that their representatives are fully accredited by
those nbout whom they give out Information in this instance bv the
Vatican.

When You Are
We

A

few small ranches,

1 1

OF COURSE, tOU
DON'T THINK
MUCH AUBOUT DRUQ8,
BUT WHEN YOU
ARE sick You
WANT TO KNOW
WHERE VOC CAN
GET WHAT YOU
NEED AT ONCE.
WE AUE IN POSITION
Ti i SERVE YOU
ACCURATELY AND

PROMPTLY.

Improving
THERE Is no question but that the human family
Today men and women take better care of their bodies than ever be
ut of floors, we are eating more carefully
fore. We are living more In th
ami we art encouraging Ihe id t that the ltnnuin standard of "a sound mind
In a sound body" will tend to th ultimate perfection of our race.
Is

THK Santa Fe New Mexican, whit h for years printed "die In Ihe laid
ditch" editorials agHiust joint statehoiKl. now publishes "unanswerable arguHut you can't tell which
ments" In favor of Jointure. Hlabee Review.
Side It will be on next week. It flops so "fluently" that Its echo at Ias Vegns
sometimes gets lost In the woods.

He names the following witnesses to
prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of aald tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of tho
township, viz: Oumle Leeds, of Laguna, N. M ; Josecito Ross, of Laguna,
iS. It.'; William Paisano, of Iaguna, JC,
M
and Martin Luther, of Laguna,

The Highland Pharmacy
Opp. Reynold New Rulldlng
Colorado Phone, Black $0
East Railroad Avenue

above-mention-

croaa-examl-

Sun-jfla-

;lsk

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

FIRST STREET,

pre-pare-

We will be glad io give estimates on anything from the mill
work of o home to making a
window screen and will guaran- satisfaction.

Go,

Bit
Cutí

MM

i

high shoe,

that it

18

a

tUY A

PAIR TODAY

Men's Canvas Oxfords, grey,

fl..0

Men's Kid Ovfords, tan or
$1.05 to IS.50
black

len's Patent Colt Oxfords
3.00 to 4.00

omens

F

Oxfords

Globe-Democr-

White

Canvas
1.50 to 2.25

Women's Kid Oxfords, tan
or black.... 1.50 to 3.00
Women's Patent
I

d

Kid

Ox
2.50 to 3.50

Crllldren's oxfords, black or
1.00 to 92.00
tan

tnmnn.

ld

i
iftVEl IIIIWK
i uu.
lUtlen Hutruiutd or Money attuoVd. Soat prrpxU
fo, fl.00 por bol. Will Mad UMmou trial, to bo paid fur
wkon relic."!. Simple, t rto.
no,
your druUl
10013 lead Toor order, to tbe
ÜW1TID MCDICaL CO..HQ
UNOMtVH.

hn

Pleasure to wear them.

P I L L 8.

Riuv tn Scmwii
TO FAIL. Sr.i far.

T,

In Alhwqnerrae by the J.
O'RIelly Company.
Auto.

Phone

311

First National Bank
i

Effective December 10, 1805.

Santa Fe Branch

STATIONS
Santa Fe
JSapanola
Embudo

.Westbound
f:S0 p. m
i
Lv.... 1:26 p. so
I
2:11 p.
Lv.... 11:28 9. m
2:00 p. m. . . .Lv.
Baranca
Lv.... 11:16 p. va
4:02 p. m....Lv..
Servilleta
Lv.... 10:29 p. m
4:22 p. m....Lv..
Tres Piedra
Lv
10:00 g). m
, Antonlto
6:45 p. m... ..Lv..
Lv.... 8:10 p. at
. .Lv.
6:20 p.
Alamosa
Lv.... 6:40 a. m
i....!
6:00 a. m
Lv..,
Puebla
Lv.... 11:65 p. m
Lv.- 4:15 a. m
Colorado Spring
Lv.... 1:40 p. m
7:10 a. m
Ar.,.
Denver ,
Lv.... 7:00 p.
Connections At Antonlto for Durungo, Stlverton and Intermediate potnta.
At Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo and intermediate points via either the standard
gauge line via La Veta Pass or the narrow gauge line via Salida, making the
entire trip In daylight and passing through the famous Royal Gorge, also for
all points on Creede branch.
Trains stop at Embuda for dinner where good meals are aerved.
S. K. HOOPER, G. P. A. Denver.
A. 8. BARNEY, Agent. Santa Fe, N. M.
11:00 a,
12:61 p.

m....Lv
m....Lv
m....Lv

.

i

At.,..

m.

I

T.0

SANITARY HOARDING
STABLES
F. T. Schmidt, Prop.

424 N. Second St

folliif

Communication Made Easy
Between tbe Great Southwest and Kansas City, St Lonls, Chicago,
and all point North and Bast by tbe

Gross, Kelly &o

El Paso & Southwestern System

WHOLESALE
MERCHAHT8

Rock Island System

Wool. Httea it Pelt
a Specialty
LAS VWOA

The St. Elmo Sample and
Club Rooms
Choice Manors Served. A Good Place
to while away the weary hours.
All tho Popular Game. Keno every
Monday, Thursday and Saturday

Night,

a

Colo. Phone Rlk 33

THE LONDON CLUB LIVERY CO

ALBUQ1TRRQUV

i

O. & R. G. SYSTEM
Baatbound

Paints, Oils and Vunlshti

iilm.

NOT ONLY KEEP YOU COOL.
fJtfT THEY ACTUALLY MAKE
HOT
THE
ENJOY
YOU
WEATHER. YOU SEE THEY
ARE SO LIGHT, LOOK SO
THIX AND SHOW OFF THE
HEAUTY
OF YOUR FOOT
AND ANKLE TO SO MUCH
VeTTER ADVANTAGE THAN

Is a necessity and the cost is small. We have them.

Leather, Harness, Saddles, Lap Dusters, Whips, Axle Oils, Etc.

WltlilwmJlffiraEKHFaiLi

OUR LOW SHOES

A SAFE DEPOSIT BOX

THOS. F, KELEHER

Palmetto Roof Paint Last Flo Tear
and Stops Leak.
Cash Paid for Hide and Felt.
408 WRST RAILROAD AVENUE

N. M.

Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof, or
who knows of any substantial reasm
under the laws and regulatlona of the
Interior department why such pro if
should not be allowed will be given an
opportunity at the
time and place to
the
A S(IA WATKl; t ink oi a Coonty Island drug store exploded laat
witnesses of said claimant, and to ofand killed one person and seriously wounded several others. People fer evidence In rebuttal of that submitted by claimant.
frill not be able to fel safe anywhere If the drug store get to blowing up.
MANUKL R. OTERO, Reflater.
I
THF wages of sin have not materially chango) in some thousands of
TRV A
OF Ml'Xf IIFNIIH-MOHRAI BEER AT THK WHITE
Then that's one notable Instance
yenrs. according to the
ELEPHANT,
if
In which the strongest union In the world has fulled to force a raise.
Counter Sale Hooka.
We are In a position now to handle
THK more you believe Arizona will refuse statehood, the harder you your
orders for counter salea books.
Mexico.
In
New
majority
big
should work for a
Call us up and we will be pleased to
give you estimates. Automatic 'pho:i.
COLONEL BRYAN couldn't atond Embussudor Keld'a política, but he 121.
II. H. Llthgow A Co.,
fjeartlly endorses hi vlctuala.
Bookbinders,
Journal Building,

,JV

.

'405 SOUTH

a

Having consolidated the Phpcnlx
and Superior Plaining Mills, the
machinery bctns; of the latest ded
signs and best makes, we are
to Uo nit kinds of MILL
WORK nt a prlfc never before
atcmptcd in New Mexico.

Planing Mill

--

W.

A LARGE

"Hnnrc

f WinHnurc

The Superior Lumber and

follo-

7

-

IousTbuiloers, etc.

i

It.

AND LATH.

Pninto Piil5 Tin i fill PS.
Cement, Building Paper, etc., always on hand.

cfr.rL-

To Contractors

1 1

.Modest Claims Often Carry

I'
io observed recently that If society toog
IT WAS Lutb
aeration, mankind would not only become
ll n
geriou; ly to Its oh pit
(Small Holding Claim No. 1621.)
Notice for Publication.
freed from all d laeases, hut most forms of crime WOllld be eliminated. Tin Department
of the Interior, United
in
changing thf
famous Scientist had In mind, n doubt, his own success
States Iand Office.
Santa Fe, N. At., June 8, 1906.
various orders of plant life with he ultimate idea of developing perfection.
Notice la hereby given that tho
Truly his accomplishments in this direction warrant him Ii taking part in wing-named
Claimant has filed notice
of his Intention to make final proof in
fhe current discussion regarding race Improvement.
support of his claim under sections 16
New Vork Herald, is solid truth, anil If you read It care-ip- s and; 17 of the act of March 3, 1891
THIS, from
Stats., 864), as amended by the
you will KBd that It Is also very act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
In the proper place
fully, making Hi
good verse. "From Kansas City. Kan., and from Kansas City, Mo., there 470), and that said proof will be mad?
before i'nlted States court commiscomes upon the western breeze a moving t ile of woe. The thirsty cannot sioner at San Rafael, N. M., on the
slake their thirst on Sunday as they did, for the lid Is on the drum shop and 16th day of July. 1906, viz: Matia
Concha for tho small holding claim
the padlock' a on ihe lid."
No. 1621, situated In Sec. 25, T 10 N.,

FOR LUMBER, SHINGLES,

vation.
Also, desirable lots In the different additions to the city
We have several small cottages, well
in, for sale on reasonable terms.

Colo. Phone. Black 144

A CATHOLIC.

the Mod
Conviction.
When Maxim, the famous gun
placed his gun before a committee of judges, he slated Its carry
lug power to be much below what he
felt sure the gun would accomplish.
The result of the trial was therefore
a great surprise, Instead of a disappointment. It Is the same with the
manufacturers of Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. They
do not publicly boast of all this remedy will accomplish, but prefer to let
users make the statements. What they
do claim, (ft that it will positively cure
diarrhoea,
dysentery, pains In thq
stomach and bowels and has never
been known to fall.
For sale by all
druggists.

ranging from

three to ten acres each; all nndcr
ditch and nnder high state of culti-

JOSEPH BARN WIT,
WmaHttM
120 W. Railroad. Ave.

OMeeeoeiOMHieMneMM.

,
,
,
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A
,
Short cat. Quickest, therefore tbe Beat. The Onl
anv with ttafc
tbnaagb train daily, carrying Standard and Tourist Sleeper, Ob- nervation Dining Cars, Chair Can and Coaobea. For any trip, any- WDere, any time TA KK THE SOUTHWESTERN.
v
'

For Fall Particular see any Agent or Address

GARNETT KING
General Agent

V.

KIj PASO, TEXAS
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FACE

ANNOUNCEMENT
EXTRAORDINARY

J
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TEE GOLDEN RULE DRY

1XF

I

1

GOODS COS

GREAT $100.000.00
STOCK REDUCTION SALE

1

1

Begins at 8:30 a. m

Wednesday, July 11th,
LASTING TEN DAYS

Look for Our Big Poster
II.

WONDERFUL BARGA
r
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Hickoi
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DESKS for the Busy Man

T. Y. Maynard

Hickox-Ma-

rard Company

y

Art Exclusive Representatives

i

The Man of Business or the Home Library
We have Just received a large
Desks,
shipment
of Roll-to- p
Flat and Standing Desks, Of
flee Chairs, Book Cases, Typewriter Stands and Tables.
We guarantee our line to
represent the best workmanship and highest class of cabinet
work. The desk you buy of ue
will not fall to pieces in a short
tlnme, thus causing you much
annoyance.
Our prices are the lowest

New Mexico's Leading Jewelers

The Arch Front

South Second Street
beside California resorts, the leading
of Interest In the northwest, Including Ihe Yellowstone Park.
The Bedford, Ills.. Daily Democrat says of A. D. Campbell, the new
employe of the K. L. Washburn clothing store: ' A. D. Campbell and his
son. Hoy. left today for Albuquerque,
N. M.. where they go on a prospecting
trip for the benefit of Hoy's health,
and If the climate Is ull they expect,
Mr. Campbell's family will Join them
and make their home In Albuquerque.
Mr. Campbell is one of the best salesmen in Bedford, and a good man in
every way, has already a position In
Albuquerque, and the Democrat has
no doubt that he will be as successful
and popular there as he was In Bedford."
"Captain Jack" Crawford, the "poet
scout," arrived In the city last night
from Winona Lake, Ind.. where he delivered a Fourth of July address. He
as met here by his daughter, Miss
May Crawford, and the two left later
for the coast, where Captain Jack
will fill ten Chautauqua
dates In
southern and northern California. The
well known orator, poet, humorist,
and philosopher, has received an invitation to attend Ireland's world fair
at Dublin this summer, and may take
the trip. From the tone of warm
press notices In Monroe, Louisiana,
and other southern towns, the picturesque New Mexican made a big hit
there on his recent trip.

LOCAL ITEMS OF INTEREST points
Homero arrived In the city from
Vegas yesterday.
Col. W. S. Hopewell returned last
night from Santa Ke.
C. E. Cass and son left yesterday for
O.

Las

an outing on the upper Pecos,
ReV. John W. Barron returned lust
night from a trip to Santa FY.

Miss Lucy Eddy has gone for a few
days' visit at the Lee Prnllc ranch.
J. E. Haines has returned from o
business trip to the Batane la valley.
Mr. and Mrs. Levi A. Hughes, of
Santa Fe, arrived from that city yesterday.
Clark M. Carr returned yesterday
from a trip to the Sunt mountain
i ountry.
H. 8. Van Slyck. livestock agent for
the Santa Fe. was among the arrivals
from El Paso yesterday.
Miss Margaret Qrainey, a teacher
from Santa Barbara. Cal., Is spending u few days In the city.
A. J. Little, of the Slate Ufe Insurance company,
returned yesterday
from a trip south on Insurance business.
Dr. M. K. Wyldsr aiuf Mrs. Wyltl'T
left last night for a Vacation trip to
Dr. Wylder's old home in Jacksonville,
Ills.
O. A. Davidson, cahhlar
for the
Santa Fe Railway company at Los
Angeles, arrived from the ':ust on No.
1
last night.
Judg- - Ira A. Abbott, of the district
court, returned last night from an
outing at the Field cottage on the up-- i
r Pecos river.
Kugeiiio Hornero, of Las Vegas, the
well known politician mid tie contractor and territorial coal oil Inspecon
tor, was In AIIucUerque
business.
arEdward and Charles Kimball
rived last night from St. Paul to visit
their uncle, Sheriff Perfecto Armljo.
The boys are sous of Captain and Mr".
A. V. Kimball.
F. V. Kllle, formerly foreman
of
the Dernlng Headlight, hfciH arrived In
a position
Alluiueriue and accepts-in the mechanical1 papal lineal of the
Morning Journal.
Mr. ami Mrs. Vall:sVe Purke are
preparing to take a wjgori trii over,
or rather through, lliii mountains, to
visit friends on the otftav side of the
range. In the vicinity of Estancia.
The city fathers nasi yesterday
In the Officii of City Clerk
Harry F. 1
and ii.ttended to the examination and approval of a big
bunch of accounts. ,K'o other business
was transacted.
The ladles of the .Home Mission B0--i
let of the IllghMcul M. K. church
will give an lci cream social at the
resilience of Col. ami Mrs. Mlnnis. :iOt;
Smith Walter street. Thursday. July
12. from 4 to 10 p. m.
Alexander Potter, the well known
sewer expert who ha s been employed
several times by the city council, was
here yesterday on h Is way to New
York, ami paid the q ouncll an Informal call at Its meeti ig yesterday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Franlc A. Hubbell and
family and Mrs. Me marl Homero, ac-- .
ompanled by two her v ante, left last
night foi
':tliforn'fri to spend six
Weeks. They will visit Catalina
Coronaste Heeh and other watering laces.
The funeral of .hV- late Mrs. Agnes
Hice, wife of Oeorg
R. Hice, the trail
known locomotiV'" (lteman. were held
yesterday afternoon at Strong's undertaking parlóle, thV' services being
conducted by the Raw J. C. Rolling of
the Lead Avenue Methodist church.
The burial was, In Fait view cemetery.
Professor l'.lram Halley. territorial
superintendent of pubEc instruction,
-

SfaS in

lbr.iiinsrn.ue

yesterday

morn-

ing on his way to Santia Fe. after t
visit ,ii bis home in Lra) Crucea
lie
denied the rumor of hi I Intended resignation Whlojl have been appearing
In Fl Paso papers, and says there g
absolutely nv thing In the .stories.
Charles 1 D.igenette. outing agent
fur the si 1,1,1 h w estéril Indiana, arrive. I
yesterday, morning from the Orand
Canyon k V here he has placed two
gangs ciC Indian laborers. .100 each at
aor. on the Orand Canyon line, Mr.
DaCtmeVte left last night for Rocky
Ford. Qjblo., where he has 4ét Indians
to look, after who are at work in the
fiugar beet Melds.
V. J. Ilerdman.
of Ann
Arbor.
Mich., a member of the faculty of the
Ualvefalty of Michigan. YV. II. Sawyer,
of Hl'ilsd'ale. Mich.. James II. Wade,
of Ann Arbor, and A. A. Freeman, of
Ann Arbor, and C. II. Winchester, of
Klkhart. Ind.. stockholders In the
American Lumber company, arrive I
ast last night on a trip of
from II
Inspection of the big mills here.
The big water tank at Traction Park
has been put In better condition, and
It Is expected that the performance by
Dr. Curver's famous diving horses this
afternoon will be largely attended, as
the huge crowd which witnessed the
was more than
last performance
pleased with every minute of the
show. It Is one of the most remarkable on the road. Dr. Carver promises
to give some much more Interesting
exhibitions of his skill With the rifle
and pistol today.
A big Haymon-Whltcom- b
excursion
arrived In the city last evening as the
second section of train No. 1 from the
east, and was rnnsolidsted with th"
regular No. 1 here. There were 100
passengers aboard from New York.
Huston, Philadelphia and Chicago, In
charge of Mr. Charles Simons, of New
York. The easterners are out for a
seven weeks' trip, and expect to reach
the Alaskan coast before their return
to New York. They will also visit,
O.

H. Connor, M. D. I). O.
Specialty Osteopathy.

LOCAL

ARTIST

LATE

J.
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F. H. MITCHELL
CITY

The above Is the "Quick Meal" Trade
Mark. If you want to 6ee the little "Quick
Meal" chick get a quick meal, put It close
to your eyes and your nose on the cross
Look at It that way steadily for a
minute and you will see the chick make a
"Qu!c Meal" of the bug. People who
use a "Quick Meal" know how to cook a
meal quick and eat It in comfort. "Quick
Meal" Stoves look well, cook well, bake
well and last well. They could not be
made better at any price. Their Immense
sale is due to their merits to nothing else.
ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO.,
Agents for Quick-MeSteel Range A
Gasoline Stoves.

-

THE CLUB

SCAVENGER

Office: Cor. Second and Coal
Colo. Phone

Auto. Phone

177

414

Pool and
Billiard Parlor

Rankin & Co.
ITEtll INSURANCE
REAL ESTATE

I

al

iA'

Automatic Phone 451
T. ARMIJO BUILDING

1. N.

A Cool

Place for

'i.

plumbers

L. L.

SANITARY

BOARD

n

EKPECTS

Office on Railroad avenue, over Man-dell'- s,
between First and Second sts.
Hours: 8 to 12 a. m 1:30 to 5 p.m.
Dr. Williams has practiced dentistry
for tho past 17 years at Las Vegas.
Automatic Phone 203

DIPPING SHEEP
The New Mexico sheep sanitary
hoard held S meelliiK yesterday morning i" the office of the secretary. Harry f. Lee. ai whli h some Important
matters were attended to. Dr. Louis
Metsker. he. id of the bureau of animal Industry, was present, as were the
following members of the board.
Solomon
President
Luna. T. D.
Burnt, Jr.. of Park View; Harry W.
Kelly, of Lis Vegas: W. S. Pruger, of
itoHweii. and harry f. Lee.
Inspectors were appointed to look
after the dipping of sheep all over Irt
territory, and It Is tin' Intention of the
board to get thai work In full swlna
as soon as possible. "Fverythlng Vh
going smoothly." said Secretary Harry
I
last night.
"There is no sl- Jeitlon to dipping, to amount to anything, anywhere In the territory and
we expect to get the work done without a hitch. The Inspectors will ,...(
to work examining the sheep at on c
and seeing that the dipping js properly attended to."

CI

(J A

HS

AND

211 S.

Allocution

Cffiao.

ROSENHEIM'S,

Railroad

118 W.

Ave

Candies

The Coolest Place In the City

C. P. Schutt, S. Second

ItAFAEL GARCIA & TRUJILLO
CEMENT CONTRACTORS

...

Address: General Delivery
New Mexico
Albuquerque,

Blue Flame Oil Stoves

Gasoline Stoves

'

j

BOSS PATENT,

ARNOLD'S BEST or
EMPHESS as follows:

$5.50

. .

M.7I ton

l

i

n

1

WOOD

13-3-

and

Lawn and Garden Tools

Small Sacks, 65c.
Large sacks, $1.80.
100 lbs at one delivery, $2.55.

H,

,

1

h

13.75

Albuquerque

Company
W.H.HAHN&C0 Grocery
The Big North End Store.
Phones:

Mack 280

Plienes:

Colo. Blk 379. Auto.

day.

If

high-grad-

Co.
tell
The Tromot Tlumber

J. L.
122

W.

Silver Ave.

O.W. STRONG'S SONS
FUNERAL DIRECTORS

carpenter telephone
Auto Phone KM.

Onr priesa
Whan bought right ara a good In rest mint
We Invite you to call and examine the beautiful diamond
offering. Also Watches, Jewelry, Silverware, etc. Hall
prompt attention.

ara RIGHT.
foods we ara

orden receive

THE LEADING JEWELER
Railroad Avenue

401-40- 3

North First Street

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

BANKRUPT SALE

a Home Owner.

Provide for tho Future.

BEGIN NOW!

OF HOUSEHOLD GOODS

Wc opened for Subscription July 1st,
a new series of monthly payment savings Installment stock. .$1.00 per
month will carry n $200.00 share.
Also a series of preiiald Investment
stock paying 0 per rent interest on
of $100.00 uiitl upward
liberal withdrawal privileges on all
stock.
We will loan yon money to buy or
hullil you a home at once If you
a stockholder.

205

Th

Association,

MONUMENTS
White and Black Hearse

201-21-

North Seoond

This stock consists of Furniture, Stoves, Dishes,
Lamps, Carpets, Bedding, Tinware, and everything to furnish the home. It will be sold regardless of cost. Sale opens June 23, 906.

I

Sash, Doors, Glaiss, Cement
1

Building 1 Loan
of Albuquerque

ROOM 19, GRANT HIiOCK

Street

jLUMBER

W. GOLD AVENUE

m

be-co-

Mon

SHERLOCK HOLMES
Couldn't find the one man In this
town who wants that saddle or driving horse of yours as surely and as
oulckly as a For Sale ad can do: and
Sherlock s fee would be laraer.
MORNINO JOURNAL
WANT ADS
BRINO RESULTO.

First Street

3$

The man behind the dollar Is the man
who ought tn know something about
e
thu prices wo chargo for
plumhliiK work. It costs you nothing
to let us figure on any Job you may
have, large or small.

yon need a

Hresehlen.

17 South

15-- 1

And Than

WANTED,
Apply

1 13-- 1

BEA MONEY SAVER

WANTED,
Munt speak KtiRllsh ajirt Spanish
Apply at II. It. W.lll. r
c
x'i.i sshMpsopls.
It. Pfeld & Co.

Wholesale Distributors: McCormick Mjwers, Rakes and Harvesting Machinery;
Birdsell Wagons; Mead Hay Presses; Winchester Rifles, Shotguns, Ammunition.

Cash

8ALR8M

2G

White Mountain Freezers

NO Flour
Has J4ot
Advanced

COKE
Big Load

Alaska Refrigerators

All Work Guaranteed

We will sell yon

Rest American Muck, per ton

41

Whitney Company

BARDSHAR & CONLEY

COAL
p

TINNERS

AVENUE

TriMietloni 3nrintecd.

ALL KINDS
ICE CREAM.
OF SOFT DltlNKS

I

RAILROAD

3

Second St

EXCHANGED
HlKlicNt Prices Paid
for Tickets.

321-32-

TOBACCO

AND

SOLD

Home-mad- e

MIU

T

FINE LINE OP

BOUGHT,

TICKETS

Re R

HARDWARE COMPANY

ALBUQUERQUE

a Pleasant Time

WILLIAMS

DENTIST

DIAMONDS
EVERITT,

eeeeeeeeee.e

DR. B. HI.

asso-elatio-

CO.

5s P

Avenue

308-31- 0

ROOM

Catewnod. of this city, has on
display in the window of O'RIelly'a
drug store an engrossed copy of the
resolutions adopted by the Arizona bar
association and the supreme court of
Arizona on the death of the late John
C. Herndon, one of the most prominent and brilliant uttorneys who ever
practicad In that territory. The work
Is done with pen and brush by Mr.
Oatewood and has attracted a great
deal of favorable attention. The copy
Is embellished with a photograph of
the late Mr. Herndon. The resolutions
which were, however, passed over a
month ago are as follows:
"WHEREAS, Divine Providence has
Balled John C Herndon to the bourne
from which no traveler e'er returns;
"BE It resolved that It Is the unanimous sense of the territorial bar
of Arizona that there Is not
e
and never has been during the
of this political subdivision of
the United states, a more honorable
faithful and successful member of oui
association ;
"THAT as a lawyer and citizen n i
member of Oaf profession stood hlghei
and no citizen of Arizona was moro
beloved by its people;
"THAT in the loss of John C. Herndon a place has been made vacant
that it Is impossible to fill, and that
the citizens of this territory have been
deprived of a member of society WhOft
every act. both public and private, w is
one of honor, and prompted by love
for his neighbors and the finest patriotic sentiments;
"THAT our sympathy and reaped
Is extended to his bereaved wife and
family; that a copy of these resolutions be spread upon the minutes of
this association, a copy filed with the
supreme court of Arizona and an engrossed copy hereof presented to his
family.
PRANK COX,
ROBERT K MORRISON and
A. C. BAKER,
Committee.

I

TINNERS

MILROID AVENUE

321-32- 3

FABER.
ALBERT
Railroad

LOANS

C.

rplumbers

.

rxr

ENGROSSES

RESOLUTIONS

jjSas,

HARDWARE

ALBUQUERQUE

,

The Oorham Manufacturing Co., Sterling Silverware; The Llbbey Co.,
Artistic Cut Ola, and The W. A, Plckard Hand-painte- d
China
Each In Ita class, and appropriate for Wedding (lifts. Oar etock of
Diamonds "never before so complete." Us a good Urn for investment, as Diamonds are rapidly advancing in value.

Sunday, Jnly

MORNING JOURNXC.

(THE KEBUQUERQUE

PAGE TEX.

Any

II. H. TILTON
Secretary
Information desired furnished.

E. BELL
J.
Livery, Feed and Sale
..STABLES..

Board I nr Horses a Specialty.
Saddle Horses.
114 W. Stiver Avenue.

SPEELMAN& ZEARING
A

FULL

OF

TEETH

FOR

WL 8 MklEUNUEAKIN
4

Gold Fillings, upwards from

.$1.60
50c
All Work Absolutely Guaranteed
. . .

Painless Extraction

J. S
Room IS, N. T. AnnUo Bntldlna

B. F.

AND REX FLINTS OTE ROOFING.

SET

COPP, D.

THE WM. FARR COMPANY
NEW MEXICO MEAT MARKET
Wholesale and Retail Dealer la

ALBVQVERQVE LUMBER CO
First Street C M&rqwitte Avenue,

lttl

Albuquerque, New Mexico

tattnnaeEi

IWHOLE8AXJI

Liquor

Q Cigar Dealers

MoeTCkáñdon

White1

SrtínT--

Beers, and Owners and Distributers
of the Al varado dab Whisker.
Writs for our Illustrated Catalana
and price list.
&
Automatic TrasuOso. lis.
SPECIALTY
SAUSAGE A
Albuquerque
111 West GoM
Ill South First SttcsA
BIGGEST
HOGS
AND
CATTLE
FOR
GAME IN SEASON,
ALBUQUERQUE . . NEW MEXICO.
MARKET PRICE PAID

Frith aid

Salt Meats

Andrea Romero, Prop,

Freeh

Salt Meats
Han,

